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Editorial

Dear Readers:
The war in Ukraine continues to hold us in a tight grip, especially all people who
are directly impacted by the violence and destruction it brings. The uncertainty
how long this war of aggression will be raging, is continuing as well, while other
conflicts around the world happen in parallel. As you can read in our statement
about the war in Ukraine in issue 1/2022, we are firmly convinced, that, as communication and media studies scholars, we can contribute to public discourse by
offering analyses and expertise to support communication for peace. This issue
of our journal follows up on this goal with concrete contributions.
Sabine Schiffer sheds a light on the news coverage of the war in Ukraine to
date, using the question of how media live up to their task to critically check and
contextualize statements and to depict the interests of different actors without
becoming participants in war propaganda themselves as an analytical lens. Fittingly, Peter Welchering explicates in-depth the many minute steps that journalists who work on photo forensics take in order to authenticate the veracity of
photos coming out of areas of war, for instance from Bucha, a suburb of Kiev. He
reminds us not to neglect the education of journalism students and professionals
in basic journalistic methodology. In another puzzle piece on the role of journalistic media in times of war, Daria Gordeeva depicts the difficult situation of independent news media and journalists in Russia for whom February 24, 2022 was a
caesura, after which the changed situation »made speaking difficult, but silence
even more difficult.« Many of these journalists have moved to online outlets or
abroad in order to be able to continue their work at all.
From the perspective of communication and media studies, war also puts a
special focus on the work of journalists, as the above-mentioned contributions
demonstrate. But war also highlights broader and ongoing as well as repeatedly discussed issues in media. How can journalism delimit itself from other
sources, information, epistemologies, and, also propaganda? How can news
media remain viable amidst times of crises and radical structural breaks? Which
aspirations does journalism hold for setting themes and following its own values, for instance working toward the often discussed ideal of neutrality? David
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Muschenich examines this particular criterion of quality and demarcates it from
related concepts by applying sociological approaches to values in order to arrive
at a clearer definition of neutrality for future studies.
On the economic, practical level, Eva Brands and Konrad Scherfer take stock
of the digital routines of newspaper users and how newspapers strategize to
convince readers to pay for articles online in the long run, while still having to
master publishing in print and online. Which topics make it into articles in German language news media to begin with – online or in print – is the subject of
Hektor Haarkötter’s contribution on agenda cutting and neglected news over
the past year, identified by the German sister initiative to the American »Project
Censored.« In turn, our new series »Top 10 of book journalism« highlights topics
that journalists analyze in book length. In its first installment, Fritz Hausjell
und Wolfgang R. Langenbucher, with contributor Maria Beinborn, present
review excerpts of books by journalists that were published during the COVID-19
pandemic.
Times of war and crisis also usher in paradigm changes for journalism, as
the historical example of a woman journalist demonstrates, who acquired her
journalistic skills following World War II. Austrian writer Ingeborg Bachmann’s
lesser known journalistic work began with reporting for the broadcaster RotWeiß-Rot, run by the American occupying forces in Vienna, and meant for her
»learning by doing,« but also brought an openness to experiment with new formats, as Eva Schmidt highlights in this issue.
Apart from many other aspects regarding the role of journalism in times of
war and crises, as well as other issues, we also invite analyses and perspectives
from and/or including Ukrainian and Russian journalists and scholars as well as
journalists and communication and media researchers with Ukrainian or Russian roots. Please submit your manuscripts to: redaktion@journalistik.online
Stine Eckert, June 20, 2022
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Research Paper
David Muschenich

Neutrality and values in journalism
A theoretical concept for journalism studies, borrowed from
value sociology
Abstract: Neutrality in journalism is an oft-demanded ideal and an established quality criterion. Yet the term is rightly criticized as being too vague;
even some studies work with imprecise definitions. This is surprising, given
that – as this paper shows – neutrality certainly can be differentiated from
related terms and understood as an impartial presentation of the topics
selected and researched. However, the way the values that neutrality brings
with it are understood is also heterogeneous. In order to better understand
this aspect, this paper borrows from value sociology to propose separating
social values from the value of an object and, in the same way, understanding
the process of valuing in the sense of attribution and evaluating in the sense of
weighing up. This paper recommends that this approach be integrated into
journalism studies and thus that the influence of values on journalism be
comprehended with greater precision.

1. Neutrality – important for journalists and their audience
Neutrality is considered one of the central standards of journalism. In fact, linguist Kaspar von Stieler was advocating neutrality in journalism as far back as
1695, arguing that it could be achieved by separating news from opinion (Schwiesau 2016: 2; Geuß 2018: 23).
Right up to the present day, studies show that the majority of journalists in
Germany see neutrality as particularly important in their profession. One example is a representative study of journalists in Germany conducted in 2005, which
found that »almost 90 percent of respondents want to inform their audience
Journalism Research 2/2022
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neutrally and accurately« (Weischenberg/Malik/Scholl 2006: 355f.). According to
a more recent representative study on journalists in Germany, »the professional self-image still [remains] dominated by the role of a neutral communicator«
(Steindl/Lauerer/Hanitzsch 2017: 419), with slightly more respondents in agreement with this statement than against.
Recipients also name neutrality as a quality criterion they want to see in journalism (Rusch 2017: 517; Newman/Fletcher/Schulz/Andı/Robertson/Nielsen 2021:
41). But some results appear contradictory, with respondents expecting journalism both to be neutral and to promote values: »For both the population and the
journalists, however, it is not just about neutral information and communication: Both sides also consider promoting tolerance and cultural diversity to be
important« (Loosen/Reimer/Hölig 2020: 30). This demonstrates once again that
recipients are a heterogeneous group with different expectations – just one of
the reasons why, especially when it comes to reporting on disputed issues such as
the climate emergency, migration, Black Lives Matter, or the war in Ukraine, discussion ensues at various levels in Germany on whether journalism is succeeding
in remaining neutral, or indeed should (cf. Brüggemann/Frech/Schäfer 2022: 7;
Krüger 2021; Barfuss 2020; Matzat 2022). Instead, there are calls for journalism
to take a stance – something that critics fear actually means giving a view (cf.
Welchering 2020).
On the other hand, papers that examine neutrality repeatedly come to the conclusion that »neutrality does not exist« (Herrmann 2021) – or at least, »absolute
neutrality does not exist« (Barfuss 2020). Although it is a desirable ideal, they
argue, it is not feasible. Or it has limits that run along particular values like red
lines (Lilienthal 2020: 44). The fact that people have differing ideas about the
extent to which the ideal is feasible may be due to the imprecise definition of
neutrality. After all, although it has clearly been a standard in journalism for a
long time, neutrality remains largely unspecific (Ojala 2021: 2043).
The aim of this theoretical paper[1] is to define the concept of neutrality more
precisely and provide impetus for further empirical research. In order to examine the concept of neutrality more closely, the paper will first demonstrate how
neutrality differs from related concepts, which facets define neutrality, and why
neutrality is considered desirable as a marker of quality. Building on this, the
paper will explain that journalism studies would gain a great deal more insight
by considering not neutrality but evaluations in the presentation of reporting
journalism. In this, evaluations should not be understood as breaks from the
norm, as presentations struggle to do without these. For this consideration,
value sociology will be used as the basis for first steps towards demonstrating
1

Many thanks to Uwe Krüger for encouraging me to transform my master’s thesis into this paper and for
taking the time to edit it.
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what may be understood under societal values and how these differ from the
individual value of a process, object or person.
As a further starting point, the paper will argue that it would make sense to
differentiate between value attributions and evaluations when analyzing journalistic work in the context of the neutrality norm. This differentiation makes
it possible to investigate and understand differences between the evaluations in
more detail.

2. Related concepts
While neutrality itself is rarely the focus of theoretical and empirical work,
other quality criteria are the subject of broad and critical analysis in scientific
discourse. One example is balance, which has been investigated for its occurrence, origins, and effects in the context of false balance (cf. Boykoff/Boykoff
2004; Brüggemann/Engesser 2017; Benham 2020). Even in academic papers that
examine neutrality, concepts of neutrality rarely extend beyond demands for
the separation of news and opinion (Arnold 2008: 499, 2009: 196ff.; Voigt 2016: 53;
Westerståhl 1983: 420). What exactly the authors mean by this is not accurately
defined, and often becomes mixed up with related demands. One example of this
mixing is the four concepts of (1) objectivity, (2) balance, (3) impartiality and (4)
independence, which sometimes are even used synonymously (e.g. in Bilke 2008:
11). It may be true that they are related and it is not always necessary to differentiate between them in everyday usage (McQuail 1992: 201). Nor are the other terms
defined uniformly. Yet the concepts certainly can be kept separate from one
another and used for different aspects in research. In order to consider neutrality
as a norm more closely, the terms are differentiated from other terms here. This
distinction prevents misunderstandings borne out of the attribution of different
meanings.
1. Objectivity in journalism can be understood as the most accurate presentation possible of intersubjectively perceptible phenomena, in which journalists attempt to give up their own particular perspective in favor of an overarching one (cf. Schultz 2021: 25-26). Assuming that journalism constructs
reality, it could be put this way: Objective journalistic work should be independent of the journalists; subjective influences should be left out. If one
believes journalism to be a human action in which new and relevant factual
topics are researched, selected, and presented (cf. Meier 2018: 14), both the
research and the selection and presentation should be based on objectivity.
2. Balance, on the other hand, relates to the selection of the positions, perspective, or experts presented, between which there should be a realistic
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ratio and balance (cf. Hopmann/van Aelst/Legnante 2011: 244; Maurer/Jost/
Haßler/Kruschinski 2019: 21).
3. Impartiality refers to the requirement that journalists should not belong
to a conflicting party on whom they are reporting. However, it can also be
understood as an interaction between balance and neutrality (Westerståhl
1983: 420). Journalism should not give preference to any party, in the sense
that no party should appear more often in the reporting or be evaluated
more favorably (cf. Arnold 2016: 555).
4. Distinct from this, independence does not mean avoiding belonging to or a
preference for one party in a conflict, but instead that journalists do not rely
on the goodwill of others. Regardless of the influences to which journalists
are subjected, the result of the journalists’ work is the same (Arnold 2016:
553). In connection with credibility towards the audience, independence
can also mean that journalists select topics without influence, rather than
taking interests outside their profession as a guide for what they report on.
A free choice of topics allows journalism to prove its independence to its
audience; it has a duty to no-one but the principle of the public sphere, and
that in itself makes journalism credible (cf. Pöttker 2010: 115).
In contrast, neutrality is directly linked to the presentation of journalistic
work, as described below. It relates to how journalists communicate information,
with the normative standard demanding that they should present it without
value judgment. Where there are calls to stop valuing information, this gives rise
to the counter-question of what valuing means. In an academic context, it would
also be important to clarify how valuing in journalistic work can be investigated.

3. Neutrality
The call for neutral reporting accompanies journalists right from the beginning
of their careers, not least in the text books they use. These text books thus lay the
foundation for the way many practitioners view neutrality. In his introduction
to practical journalism, for example, Walther von La Roche considers value neutrality within the framework of objectivity. When it comes to news, he claims,
the rule that everyone in journalism accepts is »no comment« (Hooffacker/Meier
2017: 104). At least in the informative part of journalism, it is important that this
standard is adhered to – there is enough time and space for personal opinions
afterwards, he argues. This opinion must be clearly separated with a recognizable layout or a separate title. The reason von La Roche gives for this separation is
that journalists’ judgement can never be totally free from subjectivity; personal
comments are expressed unconsciously in individual valuing words, and this
must be avoided. Instead, he argues, journalists should allow the opinions of
Journalism Research 2/2022
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others to be represented. It is possible to examine and prove intersubjectively
whether or not an actor expressed certain opinions (Hooffacker/Meier 2017:
104–105).
Research on journalistic quality also returns to the neutrality norm time
and again, often noting the democratic theory aspect of neutrality: Journalism
should enable its recipients to form their own opinion (Schönbach 1977: 20–21;
Arnold 2016: 552). This standard presents normative overlap with objectivity, balance, independence, and impartiality: Neither influential groups nor the journalists themselves should manipulate their audience. Recipients should be presented with reality in as unadulterated a form as possible, in order to empower
them as citizens to address problems in society through democratic structures.
There should be no place for »subjective valuations in journalistic presentations
of reality« (Mothes 2014: 54). Instead, actors could present critique and evaluation in the articles. In this interpretation, neutrality would be »merely an objective and impersonal form of presentation« (Voigt 2016: 53). The separation of
news and opinion is then »to be understood more as a separation between one’s
own and external aims in communication« (Schäfer-Hock 2018: 59).
However, it is also possible to argue that the choice of topic itself contradicts
the ideal of reporting without personal valuation, even before the report itself
comes into being. Neutral reporting is impossible, argues Arnold, because the
»problem of selection and relevance« (Arnold 2009: 198) itself demands subjective evaluation. When journalists address one topic and do not cover another as a
result, they are evaluating relevance. Yet despite this, there are frequent calls for
journalists not to use valuation, at least in news texts (Arnold 2009: 56).
Other analyses also focus on the language used. Fahr states that »objective,
impersonal language« (Fahr 2001: 25) is an aspect of neutrality, and that violating this indicates a tendency that can be measured by speaking for or against
something (Fahr 2001: 83). McQuail (1992: 233) argues that part of the definition
of neutrality is avoiding sensationalist reporting and instead reporting in a »dispassionate, cool, restrained and careful« way. Sensational presentation that targets emotions – including excessively dramatizing or personalizing content – is
far removed from this, he argues. Neutrality thus stands in direct opposition to
the need to attract the recipients’ attention. As a result, it is easier to achieve the
ideal of neutrality when the journalists are aware that the recipients are already
highly motivated by the topic (McQuail 1992: 233). In this context, he continues,
stereotypes and comparisons are particularly relevant. Although they are also
needed for simplification in short news stories (McQuail 1992: 234f.), they are also
associated with positive or negative images. Their use is therefore always a threat
to neutrality, as they bring a valuation along with them (cf. also Hooffacker/
Meier 2017: 106).
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4. Difficulties in recording neutrality
The separation of news and opinion is easy to demand in practice – it is with its
specific implementation and research that problems arise. Although Voigt (2016:
53), for example, writes that neutrality is simple to record, in the experiment she
describes – in which neutrality was just one of several quality aspects investigated – the participants found it difficult to recognize articles that had been
classified as valuing and to evaluate them accordingly (Voigt 2016: 209). Those
surveyed in the experiment were divided into two groups, each of which was
given an article on the topic of »raising the pension age to 67 years« (Voigt 2016:
163) – a subject that was the subject of much public discussion at the time of the
experiment. The two articles differed in terms of how balanced their choice of
sources was and whether the author spoke out against raising the pension age
(n = 179) or did not express a valuation (n = 169). As an example of the evaluation
in the first group’s article, the author names the »title, in which he [the apparent
author of the article] labels a pension age of 67 unfair and unrealistic« (Voigt
2016: 163). Having read the article, the participants were asked to evaluate it
based on a series of quality criteria. One of the items was: »The article is written
in a neutral voice, i.e. the journalist does not give his own valuation of the situation« (Voigt 2016: 203). The analysis showed no significant difference between
the way the two groups assessed neutrality. However, it did become clear that
the duration of reception had an influence on the evaluation of neutrality. The
longer the participants spent on an article, the more widely their evaluations
differed. The respondents in the group with the valuing article gave a lower value
for its neutrality on average. From this, Voigt draws the conclusion that, »when it
comes to perceiving the neutrality of a news item, recipients have problems even
where there are clear quality deficiencies« (Voigt 2016: 209). The reasons behind
this in the experiment are unclear. One hypothesis could be that the respondents
did not perceive the valuation because they felt it was an adequate description
of reality. The hostile media effect or framing research would be good places to
start in explaining this.
The hostile media effect is the phenomenon that recipients perceive »even
balanced newspaper reports [as] biased« (Eberl 2020: 9). It has been proven that
political opinion plays a role here. Where recipients are heavily involved in a
political topic, they tend to accuse journalistic pieces of supporting the opposite side. Like political opinion, a recipient’s personal value priorities could also
influence the perception and effect of journalistic pieces.
If one follows framing research, it is impossible to adhere to the assumption
that facts and valuations can be kept separate. According to this theory, frames
are patterns of interpretation that highlight certain aspects while marginalizing or ignoring others. The aspects or frame elements are linked together in a
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certain way (Kühne 2014: 25). In this, frames comprise four elements: (1) defining
the problem in the context of shared cultural values, (2) describing the causes, (3)
evaluating the causes and their effects, and (4) attributing the solution (Entman
1993: 52). As the »terms« (Brosius/Dan 2020: 267) used for the frames play a vital
role here, the language itself can be considered problematic in achieving the
standard of value neutrality, as it is »never totally neutral or value-free« (Fischer
2020: 33). In the »lexicalization of sematic content« (Fischer 2020: 34), argues
Fischer, meanings and thus valuations are always attributed. The conclusion to
be drawn from this is that value-free presentation as such is not possible, even in
news.

5. Values in the German media system
Furthermore, it is worth considering whether value neutrality is actually desired
in German journalism. Arnold (2009), for example, points out that there are legal
differences between the media in Germany, where the press does not have a legal
obligation to neutrality in the sense of separating news and opinion. Nor does
the Press Code mention any obligation in this regard under professional ethics.
Objectivity is considered part of the duty of care, for example in state press laws,
but the idea is more to prevent »excessively sensational presentation« (Arnold
2009: 197) than to limit valuations by journalists. In contrast, for public service
media, the general provisions of the State Media Treaty (MStV) § 6 state that news
and comment are to be separated and that, in the case of comment pieces, the
author must be named. In addition, public service broadcasters »should take into
account the principles of objectivity and impartiality in reporting, diversity of
opinion, and the balance of their services« (§ 26 Para. 2 MStV). Yet although the
State Media Treaty prescribes a separation of news and opinion, in line with the
classic quality criteria of journalism that provides neutral information, it also
calls on public service media to promote certain values. In relation to broadcast
services, for example, § 26 MStV not only demands that they present »international, European, national, and regional events« (§ 26 Para. 1 MStV), but also that
they promote »international understanding, European integration, and social
cohesion at federal and state level« (§ 26 Para. 1 MStV).
In addition to the State Treaty that applies across Germany, there are also
specific rules for each of ARD’s public service broadcasters at state level. These
also contain different values, based on the German Basic Law among others.
Services provided by NDR, for example, are »tied to the constitutional order«
(§ 7 Para. 1 NDR State Treaty) and must »respect and protect human dignity« (§ 7
Para. 2 NDR State Treaty). Alongside this, the norms of the state treaties contain
values such as freedom and peace, as well as an array of regulations defining
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international and regional connections. Although a large part of what the public
service broadcasters offer is entertainment, these standards also apply to their
journalistic formats.
It is far from certain, however, whether the prescribed values really influence the
content of the journalism offered by the public service broadcasters. So far, no specific research into this has been conducted. Yet some studies do suggest that media
evaluate and, in doing so, keep an eye on certain values (cf. Scheufele/Engelmann
2013). This is not necessarily a new development. As far back as 25 years ago, Schönbach (1977) investigated whether and how media in Germany stick to the stipulation of separating news and opinion (Schönbach 1977: 29). To do this, he analyzed
how newspapers and broadcasters reported on the »Berlin problem« at the time
(Schönbach 1977: 33) and how comment pieces were linked to the news section.
In Schönbach’s view, however, the standard of neutrality means more than just
not allowing valuation to infiltrate news. He argues that the standard of neutrality can be divided into (1) explicit mixing of news and opinion, where »valuing
formulations [appear] in reporting« (Schönbach 1977: 48), and (2) implicit mixing,
where news and opinion appear in separate texts, but run in parallel in a medium
and the reporting is distorted or abbreviated as a result (Schönbach 1977: 52ff.). By
running in parallel, he means that the reporting is adapted to the comment pieces.
As the assumption behind his argument, Schönbach describes how editorial
offices are organizations that represent certain norms, to which their employees
adapt: the »editorial line« (Schönbach 1977: 131). This line is set by social mechanisms, relatively stable, and may or should influence the opinion section of a
journalistic medium. When, however, the choice of news fits in with the arguments from the comment pieces, the news selection adapts to the editorial line in
the opinion section and the reporting becomes distorted (Schönbach 1977: 132).
Journalism is only neutral, he continues, if it is based on generally recognized
selection mechanisms defined by news factors. After all, these are the features
that are worth reporting on for most journalists (cf. Galtung et al. 1970: 259ff.,
quoted in Schönbach 1977: 140). Yet the fact that something is worthy of reporting is, in turn, merely attributed by the journalists.
The study results show that the editorial lines had an influence on the reporting and that the separation of news and opinion was »not normal« in the media
investigated (Schönbach 1977: 114). As the starting situation of both journalism
and society has changed significantly since 1977 (cf. Steindl et al. 2017: 404ff.), it
is presumed here that the specific results on the individual news media cannot
be applied to today. In addition, later studies show that the evaluation in the
articles by quoted sources, the »opportune witnesses« (Hagen 1992), correlates
with the editorial line (a summary table in Bachl/Vögele 2013: 349). Other results,
on the other hand, question whether the editorial line can really be used to draw
conclusions on the political evaluations in journalistic work (cf. e.g. Scheufele/
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Engelmann 2013: 544). However, the editorial line was often located as a point
on a left-right dichotomy here. More recent studies could take this on board and
examine the connection between editorial values and journalistic output in a
more targeted way. [2]
There is, however, also the argument that deliberate evaluation in journalism
may be necessary in some circumstances. This argument goes that the standard
of neutrality itself relates to values of democratic theory in most cases – values
that journalists need to defend (Lilienthal 2020). The German Basic Law defines
ethical limits, and »there can be no neutrality where red lines are crossed« (Lilienthal 2020: 44). Going yet further, Brüggemann et al. (2022) even argue that
neutrality can get in the way of the standard of depicting reality as accurately
and objectively as possible. The authors use the example of the climate emergency to illustrate their point. If, in reporting on this topic, journalists depict positions that are not based on empirical findings, and the journalists evaluate them
as such, recipients will be able to gain a better understanding of the situation.
This idea is advocated by transformative journalism, in order to stand up for the
»ultimate public good« (Brüggemann et al. 2022: 2; cf. Krüger 2022): in this case,
maintaining the planet’s ecological balance.
It is clear, therefore, that completely neutral journalistic work is an ideal that,
for various empirical and epistemological reasons, cannot be put into practice
in its entirety. There is thus little to be gained from examining neutrality as
such in a binary way. In order to move the discussion on neutrality and values in
journalism forward, a promising approach instead appears to be examining the
opposite: researching evaluation in the presentation of journalistic reports, without seeing it exclusively as a violation of the norm. This will require further differentiation, since clearly not all evaluation is created equal. Although evaluation
is connected to valuation, the connection has so far been somewhat vague. Even
›valuation‹ as a term is unclear (cf. Kjellberg/Mallard 2013). Yet the ›sociology of
valuation‹ does provide some approaches that could also be beneficial to further
studies in journalism studies.

6. Differentiating between value, values, valuing, and evaluating
When it comes to analyzing empirical value attribution and evaluation phenomena, Krüger and Reinhart (2016) recommend two separations of the terms. Firstly,
2

Privately-owned newspapers and online media sometimes publicly commit to values – another potential
approach to analysis. The Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (FAZ), for example, sees itself as a »liberal-conservative voice in business, politics, and culture,« while the Süddeutsche Zeitung proclaims a »clear position against
exploitation, inhumanity, and intolerance,« and the right-wing weekly newspaper Junge Freiheit names
»nation,« »freedom,« »conservatism,« and »Christianity« as values that it upholds.
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they argue, the processes of valuation – in the sense of attributing value – and
evaluation must be consciously separated from one another. Secondly, the same
should be done for the theoretical concepts of societal values and the value of an
object.
According to the authors, value (singular) describes the categorization of certain features of people, practices, and objects as valuable or valueless, and forms
the basis for assessment and comparison (Krüger/Reinhart 2016: 497). »Central
to the useful interpretation of subjective experiences« (Krüger/Reinhart 2016:
490), it is not inherent to the objects, people, or processes themselves, but is
attributed to them. To take the experiment by Voigt (2016) mentioned above as
an example from journalism, if the author describes the plan to raise the pension
age to 67 as »unfair« (Voigt 2016: 163), he attributes meaning to the fairness in
this plan and categorizes fairness as a feature for assessment – i.e. as value. Like
others, this value draws on further social concepts in order to contribute to interpretation. »Ideas about what is specifically valuable always arise in the context of
societal values« (Krüger/Reinhart 2016: 491). Despite this inseparable connection
between value (singular) and values (plural), they are two distinct concepts.
To distinguish them from value, societal values can be defined as »ideational
entities to which a particular binding force for action is attributed« (Krüger/
Reinhart 2016: 490). Values could be seen as benchmarks for action. The problem
that arises when researching values is similar to that for neutrality: Values, too,
are constructed, immaterial phenomena that cannot be experienced intersubjectively; it is important to set out what exactly values are (Fornoff 2018: 67).
Other authors, too, see values as »the most general basic principles of action
orientation« (Schäfers 2016: 39). Many draw on Max Weber’s theory that human
actions are orientated on values (Weber 1904: 25f.). The values serve to provide
justification: In a relation between ends and means, they are the ends that determine how appropriate the means – i.e. actions – are. However, in order to gain
meaning in society and thus the ability to justify human actions, they must first
be socially recognized. After all, in theory, many things could be conceived as
values (cf. Joas 1999). »De facto values in the sense of a heuristic concept in social
sciences are [only] values that have been or are being recognized in community and, through this independence from a historical society, are in principle
changeable, relative, and particular« (Fenner 2020: 191).
In everyday life, values usually firm up through norms (Schäfers 2016: 39).
Norms can be understood as rules and standards for action that »can claim to
be generally binding« (Fenner 2020: 190). »While values have a general function
in providing orientation, the norms provide instruction on the concrete implementation of the abstract values« (Fenner 2020: 191). In contrast to norms, which
are secured by social sanctions (Popitz 1980: 21), »stepping over the line« (Fornoff
2018: 68) and punishment for this is not possible when it comes to mere norms.
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It is thus easy to understand the idea of values as »ideas of what is desirable, i.e.
ideas or ideals that serve to assess desires and cannot be equated with the pursued objects« (Reinhardt 2016: 98).
It is widely assumed that each society has a dominant system of values that
forms »the basic framework of the culture« (Schäfers 2016: 39). This is contradicted by the idea that multiple systems of values compete with one another in
a system and are sometimes in a conflict-ridden relationship with one another
(Neuberger 2020: 49). This relationship is hard to pin down, however, because
values are largely immaterial constructs. Yet is it indisputable that they influence
the way people perceive reality – or, to put it philosophically, »We need values,
because they are nothing in themselves, but they can be anything (possible) to
us. Values are not given to us. They are made. By us, for us« (Sommer 2016: 163).
If values are made, they can be subject to change. They »transform in interaction
of groups and individuals« (Sommer 2016: 171), and are also transitory (Sommer
2016: 165). At the same time, this makes it clear that values of a group or society
may have been formed through a mixture of its history and more or less random
events.
When considered this way, it is no surprise that some of the values in the
various value catalogs overlap, while others do not. For McQuail (2013: 67), for
example, »freedom; justice/equality; order/solidarity« are the essential values of
a »western society« (McQuail 2013: 54). Yet they are not found in this form in a
study by Scheufele and Engelmann (2013) – the closest match there is the »solidarity principle« (Scheufele/Engelmann 2013: 539), although they do relate their values more specifically to political fields such as finance, business, work, and social
affairs. The specific values they mention include environmental sustainability,
market liberalism, and peace/pacifism (cf. Scheufele/Engelmann 2013: 539). Different again, Neuberger sets out seven values with which to evaluate the quality of
democratic public life. Alongside the overall societal values of freedom and equality also named by McQuail, Neuberger also lists diversity, distribution of power,
criticism and control, integration, and security. In addition, he considers the communication-specific values of information and discourse quality relevant in evaluating democratic public life (Neuberger 2019: 437, 2020: 42). Both are derived from
deliberation theory. In relation to his catalog of values, Neuberger admits that it is
not a conclusive system, but it meets his needs (Neuberger 2020: 41).
In modern democracies in particular, it can be assumed that there are different perspectives on values, for example different systems of values, that apply
at the same time. After all, although values develop their effect in the context of
society, »a relation to the subject of the valuation indelibly clings to the term of
the ›value‹« (Joas 1999: 39). Numerous subjects result in numerous perspectives.
On the one hand, this can mean that the democratic state can only »demand a
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minimal consensus on democratic values« (Neuberger 2020: 3) in order to shape
the desired pluralism of values legitimately.
As well as between value and values, Krüger and Reinhart (2016: 492) also
differentiate between the processes of valuation and evaluation. Valuation is to
be understood as the attribution of value – a process in which objects, people,
or processes are initially »defined as potentially valuable or valueless« (Krüger/
Reinhart 2016: 497). This ascribes meaning to them within the complex reality.
As a result, the attribution of value can be considered »constitutive for any social
order and the social construction of reality« (Krüger/Reinhart: 487), they argue.
This process is »always also [related to] questions of generating the power of
interpretation« (Nicolae/Endreß/Berli/Bischur 2019: 14).
On the other hand, it is this attribution that then allows the second process:
evaluation. This can be understood as considerations with which objects, practices, and people are assessed comparatively as better or worse, based on certain
criteria« (Krüger/Reinhart 2016: 497). The difference between the two social
processes, they say, is largely of an analytical nature; empirically, they are »practically indissolubly linked together« (Krüger/Reinhart 2016: 494). This can be
demonstrated using the example of the unfair pension plan again: While the
author attributes the value of fairness to the plan, he also conducts an evaluation
that allows a comparison with other plans.

7. Summary and outlook
The analytical separation of these two processes and of the two terms ›value‹ and
›values‹ could aid understanding of valuations in journalism, their differences,
and their consequences. This would allow a more sophisticated examination of
who is attributing value and who is evaluating the people, objects, or situations.
In turn, this would make it possible to examine the idea that journalists should
only include evaluations from stakeholders in their work (Voigt 2016: 53). The
effect on recipients could also be examined here.
Assuming that evaluations are perceived differently by different people, it
would be interesting to get to the bottom of whether the legality of the values
is behind the valuation. If the value that forms the basis of the evaluation can
be used to draw a conclusion as to the values behind it, it would be possible to
differentiate here. For example, one could test the theory that (e)valuations
are not perceived as such when they are based on values that are shared by the
recipients. After all, in this case, the recipients could perceive it as a self-evident
and adequate description of reality. Within this, it would be interesting to see
whether there are differences between groups. However, even with this differentiation, drawing a conclusion on values based on the value is not easy. There is a
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»connection« between them that is »difficult-to-determine« (Krüger/Reinhart
2016: 490). Other studies that have looked at values have come to the same conclusion. Scheufele and Engelmann (2013: 563) used similar methods to examine
»value frames.« In this study, the reliability in the coding of the values was just
67 percent – although this was considered acceptable in the study, with the following justification:
»Firstly, it is important to note the high level of abstraction in the category, which means
that very high values such as those in simple topic analyses cannot be expected. Secondly,
the coders did not recognize completely different values (e.g. freedom instead of solidarity), but often values with a similar content (e.g. equality instead of justice). Thirdly, these
cases are compensated when the values are combined during analysis. Fourthly, the reliability was not lower than in comparable studies (cf. Eilders/Lüter 1998: 59f.; Voltmer 1997:
181)« (Scheufele/Engelmann 2013: 539).

Krüger and Reinhart (2016: 495) also note that the origin of value attribution
could be another relevant aspect for social research. They assume that emotions
play a particular role here – one that has been neglected up to now. This approach,
however, requires further elaboration. As part of this, they argue, it would be possible to examine when journalists consider an evaluation appropriate and whether
the attribution comes from them, or they adopt it from someone else.
Values have an impact on everyday communication and thus on journalism,
too. One way in which this impact is seen is in the value that journalists attribute to people, processes, or objects, or that they use for assessment there. As
this paper shows, differentiating conceptionally between this value and societal
values can help to adopt new perspectives in journalism studies. In addition, it
enables us to differentiate between value attribution and evaluation, to develop
studies that can be used to record the effect of valuing journalism in a new way:
Why and how do journalists value? What effect does this have? Why are certain
valuations apparently accepted while others are not? All this could then be used
as a basis for learning more about the influence of societal values on journalism.
After all, evaluation by journalists can help us to draw conclusions on societal
values. So far, however, this approach remains highly theoretical in nature – it
would need to be set out in more concrete terms for empirical investigations. The
most important part will be to work out which values are to be considered. The
aforementioned value catalogs provide a starting point for this, but they are not
fully developed systems either.
This would, however, allow the societal values complex to be incorporated
into analysis of journalistic work. As a result, journalism could be considered in
a more sophisticated way – especially evaluations in journalistic presentation.
The approach thus takes the real situation into account. As already demonstrated
in this paper, evaluative journalism can help to describe reality more accurately
and thus to fulfil the normative goal of objectivity better than when journalism
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adheres to complete (value) neutrality. Because this is not possible, for the reasons described, it also appears more useful to move away from recording neutrality in binary form. Instead, examining valuing and evaluating journalism
in a sophisticated way against the background of standards of democratic theory
could also contribute to the discussion of the extent to which valuing and evaluating are seen as specific qualities in journalism.
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Discarded news
On news enlightenment, agenda cutting, and news
ignorance
Abstract: When important news fail to reach their recipients, namely, the politically interested, socially open-minded public, we sometimes refer to this
process as agenda cutting. This article presents the key theoretical positions
on this under-researched phenomenon, presenting important study results
as well as our own empirical findings on internal editorial decision-making
processes whereby topics are removed from the agenda. Last, we will critically
examine the role of the audience as an actor in agenda cutting, which could be
described as »news ignorance«.[1]
The top story showcased by Initiative Nachrichtenaufklärung (INA) e.V. in 2022
was the creeping abolition of free textbooks in German schools. In a public radio
broadcast, the head of TV news magazine Tagesthemen and deputy editor-in-chief
of ARD-Aktuell, Helge Fuhst, conceded that he considered this topic highly
relevant, yet it had indeed not been covered in his TV news program. »Leaving
out topics is, in fact, the most difficult challenge,« Fuhst said. »Having to drop
topics hurts every day. There are only a few days a year when we have absolutely
no idea what to put on the air.« (WDR 2022)
The process of news selection is editorial routine, which includes omitting,
discarding, or abandoning topics. When this negative process is intentional, it
can also be referred to as agenda cutting. This term from the field of communications science describes a distinct form of editorial routine that has been little

1

This essay summarizes the key positions and results of an anthology to be published later this year in a
new series of publications by Initiative Nachrichtenaufklärung (INA) e.V. (Medien – Aufklärung – Kritik,
Wiesbaden: Springer VS, Haarkötter/Nieland 2022).
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studied to date and whose mechanisms, with their considerable influence on the
formation of public opinion, are in urgent need of media research scrutiny.

Theory – concept – science
Journalism sets its agenda by way of news selection. This grand theorem, originally formulated as a hypothesis by Bernhard C. Cohen, was elaborated, in
particular, by Maxwell McCombs and Donald Shaw. Regarding media effects,
it postulates that the topics chosen by journalistic-editorial media are the ones
that determine the audience agenda and thus, social discourse (Cohen 1963;
McCombs/Shaw 1972).
While news selection per se is a quasi-natural process, its intentional variant
mutates into the very counter-concept of agenda setting, namely agenda cutting.
The term ›agenda cutting‹ was first coined in the 1980s by Mallory Wober and
later elaborated more systematically by Rita Colistra. McCombs and Shaw pointed out that news content is »not treated equally when presented to the audience.
Some are used at length, some are severely cut« (McCombs/Shaw 1984: 69): The
concept of agenda cutting was first mentioned by Mallory Wober and Barrie
Gunter in their book Television and Social Control (1988). Their initial observation
was very similar to that of Johan Galtung and Maria C. Ruge when they first
systematically elaborated on the concept of news value (Galtung and Ruge 1965).
While in the 1960s, the Norwegian researchers questioned the scarce coverage of
war and peace in international newspapers, Wober and Gunter wondered why
large peaceful demonstrations often go unmentioned while events that do not
represent public opinion receive undue media attention:
»Selection for inclusion in the news has been entitled ›agendasetting‹ […]. We also need a
term for the exclusion of material from the news. For this, we suggest ›agenda-cutting‹,
referring to the cutting off from access to the stage of public attention events that are
judged to be ›non-newsworthy‹ (by journalists, that is)« (Wober 1988: 81).

During the same period, Robert Entman found that agenda setting affects not
only the audience agenda, but also the audience’s perception of the issues that
are being negotiated (Entman 1989, 1991). He compared coverage of two airplanes
that were shot down, an Iranian passenger plane downed by U.S. military and a
Korean plane downed by Soviet military. They found that the media assessment
of these catastrophic incidents differed greatly, and that these differences were
also reflected in the way the audience assessed the two events – not only in a positive, but also in a negative sense. Aspects and facts that were covered very briefly
in the reporting did not impact the recipients’ awareness. Entman, without
using the term ›agenda cutting‹, describes this negative or subtractive effect as
»de-emphasized information suggesting that the human cost was not worth the
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(controversial) benefits of the U.S. presence, by reducing its salience in the text
and making it harder to discern in the onrush of news.« (Entman 1991: 23)
Rita Colistra conducted empirical research on agenda cutting among U.S.
television journalists in the 2000s, also offering the first detailed theoretical
reflections on the concept (Colistra 2008, 2012, 2018). Colistra distinguishes three
manifestations of agenda cutting: »(1) by placing an item low on the news agenda
(burying it); (2) by removing it from agenda once it is there; or (3) by completely
ignoring it by never placing it on the agenda in the first place« (Colistra 2008:
60).
In particular, Colistra draws on Pamela Shoemaker’s and Stephen Reese’s theoretical explorations whose study Mediating the Message: Theories of Influences on Mass
Media Content (1996) examined, in particular, the influence of external variables
on media content (Shoemaker/Reese 1996).
In a recent paper, Yosuke Buchmeier explored options to conceptualize and
operationalize the term agenda cutting for a more in-depth empirical study.
According to him, any attempt at empirical analysis is faced by an »epistemic
dilemma«: »How can one empirically study the absence of content?« (Buchmeier
2020: 2008; see also Buchmeier 2022) For Buchmeier, agenda cutting is always
an intentional act, i.e. deliberately omitting or ignoring certain topics with a
certain objective on the part of the actor (»claim of purposiveness«; Buchmeier
2020: 2021). This, he claims, is the only way to distinguish real agenda cutting
from »regular« news selection. In his opinion, these topics must have specific
characteristics, they must be relevant and controversial. Since so-called »soft news«
do not possess such relevance, Buchmeier argues, they can never be the target of
agenda cutting. When Buchmeier says a given news issue must be of controversial
nature, he means that its coverage »would be to the disadvantage of particular
interest groups« (Buchmeier 2020: 2015).
As a Japanologist, Buchmeier examines the phenomenon of agenda cutting
primarily through the lens of Japan’s media system and its distinct culture of
silence. Instances of agenda cutting can be empirically detected in the way media
cover other countries and continents, in particular, as I will discuss in the following section.

News – justice – geography
The »News Atlas« of ARD’s Tagesschau is an online world map showing countries
from where the show has been reporting in a given time period (ARD 2022).
Even a casual glance at it reveals large blank spots on the world map of ARD’s
television news broadcasts, While this is not a novel observation, it has not yet
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been associated with the concept of agenda cutting. As early as the 1960s, Wilbur
Schramm made the following programmatic statement:
»We must conclude that the flow of news among nations is thin, that is unbalanced, with
heavy coverage of a few highly developed countries and light coverage of many less developed countries, and that, in some cases at least, it tends to ignore important events and to
distort the reality it presents« (Schramm 1964: 65).

In the wake of extensive discussions on a »New World Information and Communication Order« (NWICO) in the 1970s and 1980s, the UNESCO’s MacBride
Commission, named after Nobel laureate Sean MacBride, presented a report
entitled Many Voices, One World, diagnosing a stark imbalance in reporting, with
media of the Western industrialized nations reporting primarily about themselves and omitting the Global South (Galtung et al. 1992: 54ff.; Padovani 2005).
While the Commission’s proposals led to the »Windhoek Declaration for the
Development of a Free, Independent and Pluralistic Press« (and subsequently, to
the proclamation of May 3, the anniversary of the Declaration, as International
Press Freedom Day), we must note that to this day, nothing has changed about
this basic finding. Today, pertinent research conducted under the rubric of news
geography distinguishes between news centers, news neighborhoods, and the
mostly ignored news periphery (Kamps 1998: 275f., 2008: 89). Certain regions,
even continents, are neglected to the point that one might even speak of »areas of
invisibility« (Sreberny-Mohammadi 1985: 52). Kamps summarizes the situation
thus: »The globe of television news resembles an inversed Swiss Cheese: It is not
the substance, but the missing parts that dominate.« (Kamps 1998: 293)
In addition to the UNESCO-sponsored studies, there are and have been a number of individual analyses on news geography and news distribution justice that
suggest that agenda cutting is taking place. Josef Eckhardt also examined coverage of the so-called Third World in ARD programming and West German television as early as the 1980s (Eckhardt 1982). Guy Golan demonstrated a neglect
of the African continent in U.S. television coverage (Golan 2008). Astrid Lüttich
and others conducted similar work for the Austria Press Agency and Inter Press
Service (Lüttich et al. 1985). In a large-scale analysis of international television
news, a group of researchers led by Thorsten Quandt found that certain topics in
particular, such as business/trade or culture, »carry hardly any weight in overall« foreign reporting (Quandt et al. 2014).
The phenomenon of agenda cutting has also been studied in detail recently,
especially with reference to news geography. You don’t have to reference the
ARD’s proprietary News Atlas to see that the African continent, in particular,
is terra incognita in ARD daily news reporting. This phenomenon can also be
scientifically proven. Fabian Sickenberger’s dissertation empirically examined
the ARD’s Tagesschau coverage of Africa between 1952 and 2018. His quantitative
content analysis took a closer look at 1,685 contributions from seven decades of
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Tagesschau, showing that the vast majority of African states receive hardly any
or even no news coverage at all. This form of agenda cutting is particularly evident in Central and West Africa. Thematically, Africa coverage is clearly focused
on political, military, and social perspectives, with an emphasis on negatively
framed news topics (crises, wars, conflicts). Sickenberger sums up this practice
with the concise phrase: »Cutting Africa« (Sickenberger 2021, 2022).
Ladislaus Ludescher also examined German coverage of Africa as an example
of particularly drastic agenda cutting in elaborate empirical studies. In addition to German television news, he also analyzed leading domestic and foreign
print media in the period from 1996 to 2019. Ludescher concluded that leading
German media strongly marginalize or even ignore not only Africa, but the countries of the Global South overall. Sociopolitical developments and catastrophes
in the Global South are barely noted, with a few, predominantly military, exceptions. In Ludescher’s view, this situation even worsened in the »pandemic year«
2020 (Ludescher 2022).

Recent studies
Rita Colistra notes that, in contrast to agenda setting, »the reverse phenomenon,
keeping an item off the agenda, has largely been ignored in scholarly research«
(Colistra 2008, S. 59). Nevertheless, there is some empirical research offering
strong evidence that agenda cutting not only exists, but is manifest, demonstrable, and measurable.
One of the better-known standalone studies stems from the communication
scientists at the Media Tenor research institute. In the early 2000s, they examined the correlation between coverage of mad cow disease and consumption of
beef in the coverage area (Media Tenor 2003). During the time that this animal
disease, suspected of being a zoonosis, dominated reporting in German-language media, beef consumption declined sharply. When the topic received significantly less coverage the following year despite nearly identical case numbers,
beef consumption resurged proportionally.
Nagwa Fahmy examined the particular role of journalistic blogs in the Egyptian public. In an authoritarian state like Egypt, certain topics are published
in online blogs precisely because they are subject to agenda cutting in regular
journalism due to governmental pressure (Fahmy 2014). Hasmah Zanuddin et
al. analyzed two daily newspapers and a number of Facebook accounts during
Malaysia’s 2013 general election, concluding that out of 17 selected issues, no less
than eight were deliberately kept from the public eye (Zanuddin et al. 2017). Both
essays confirmed Buchmeier’s hypothesis that while agenda cutting does affect
controversial topics, many topic areas have lost their controversial energy in the
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Western hemisphere, while in the Global South, they are considered »taboo« and
therefore more likely to fall victim to agenda cutting (Buchmeier 2020, 2015). In
Fahmy’s study, the issues of human rights violations, torture, and corruption
were most measurably affected by agenda cutting. Zanuddin and others found
that the topics of crime, social issues, the environment, national unity, nationalism, the health care system, international relations, and immigration were
measurably affected.
In Germany, as in the U.S., NGOs have taken up the cause of raising awareness
about issue neglect and agenda cutting. The Initiative Nachrichtenaufklärung
(INA) e.V., founded in 1997 at the University of Siegen, publishes a »Top Ten of
Forgotten News« every year (Pöttker/Schulzki-Haddouti 2007; Haarkötter/Nieland 2018). Its U.S. sister organization Project Censored also publishes an annual
list of issues that have been ignored by the media public (Roth 2022). Both organizations, which are primarily based at universities and run by academic student
research crews, rely on juries of scholars and journalists to vote on these topic
shortlists and determine the degree of neglect. In addition to researching the
facts, the research crews also conduct media analyses and review press databases
and online archives. The selection criteria include social relevance and a detailed
examination of media ignorance or de-publication.

Empirical evidence for agenda cutting in newsrooms
In a dedicated survey of communicators, we interviewed 43 journalists, mainly from the Cologne/Bonn area, and conducted a qualitative analysis of their
responses (see Haarkötter and Kalmuk 2022 for more details). This survey also
took into account the respondents’ employment situation (employed or freelance)
and the financing type of the medium sponsoring the coverage (private or public). The guiding research question behind the interviews was the internal editorial decision-making processes involved in rejecting topics.
Only two respondents said they had never been affected by topic rejection.
More than half of the journalists surveyed said they had to deal with such rejections rather often. Public media employees are more often affected by topic rejections than private media staff.
The key research interest of the survey was why topics are rejected in editorial offices. The most commonly stated reason was that a topic had already been
assigned or had been covered in the past. The second most common reasons for
rejecting a topic, according to respondents, were content- and/or audience-related. One of the respondents described the reasoning behind a content-related
rejection as follows: »There are topics that work very well, but there are also
topics that don’t work so well. So when we report on Cambodian textile workers
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manufacturing for fashion brands here in Germany, of course, that is interesting. But once we get into domestic issues in Thailand, that doesn’t hold much
relevance for the target group here in Germany.« (respondent 12, question 8)
Audience-related rejections occur when editors and journalists assess the interests of the target group differently. An audience-related topic rejection may be
explained as follows: »The audience expects entirely different stories from our
program.« (respondent 4, question 8) Economic motives are also cited as reasons
for editorial topic rejections, such as excessive production costs: »We may end up
not doing a shoot we wanted to do because it’s too expensive. Then you have to do
something else instead.« (respondent 21, question 8)
Time constraints also keep coming up as reasons for topic rejections »when
the information is very time-consuming to research and we don’t have the time
to do it« (cf. respondent 34, question 8). Pressures of topicality and deadlines are
a major factor in editorial topic setting. In this regard, resource scarcity becomes
particularly evident as a reason for agenda cutting.
Other reasons, such as the visual appeal of a topic, moral concerns, or lack of
space in a newspaper or broadcast are rare, but were also occasionally mentioned
as possible reasons for editors to reject topics. Regarding moral concerns, one
respondent cited a specific case »about a new cancer drug where we had ethical
concerns about making people hopeful about a medication that had not yet been
fully tested. We had moral doubts whether we could do that.« (respondent 10,
question 8)
Topic decisions and topic rejections are internal editorial processes inside
a newsroom. They become problematic when there is an external influence,
because that is when, most often, non-journalistic considerations come into
play. More than half of the journalists surveyed stated that external influences
on topic decisions are evident occasionally or even frequently. Influences exerted
by business representatives, corporations, or advertisers were mentioned a total
of ten times. One respondent recounted: »When there’s financial dependency,
the advertising partner will often assert itself strongly in regular reporting.« (cf.
respondent 5, question 12) The following statement also reveals the influence of
advertisers, in particular, on editorial departments: »Then, of course, customers
who buy ads from us and have an advertising spot in our magazine wish to be
represented the way they want.« (respondent 39, question 12)
A total of eight times, respondents described influences by politicians, political parties, or foreign powers. One respondent reported a specific case of transnational agenda cutting: »The state of Azerbaijan refused me a visa and entry
because they did not want me in the country. We have been monitored by the
secret service in a European state; these are a few examples.« (cf. respondent 1,
question 12) Another respondent described political influence exerted by the
North Korean state (cf. respondent 12, question 12). However, it is not only the
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political actors of other countries that try to influence local reporting. In local
journalism, too, politicians try to influence certain aspects of reporting, as told
in one of the interviews: »A political party wanted us to change something after
the fact, but I was able to prove that I had afforded all parties the same options
and conditions.« (respondent 18, question 12)
Influence by private, low-profile individuals, such as readers, was also mentioned five times. One journalist reported an instance where a local association
attempted to influence coverage about itself. »If you don’t report quite the way
a club president wants you to, they’ll sometimes say ›I’m going to tell all my club
members to cancel your paper‹.« (respondent 11, question 12)
Influence by other external players was mentioned a total of eleven times. This
includes, in particular, lawyers threatening legal action in order to remove topics from the agenda even during the research phase prior to actual coverage. In
extreme cases, this tactic can result in litigation. This is called a »strategic lawsuit against public participation«, or SLAPP (cf. Solmecke 2022). One of the journalists we interviewed recounted: »So if one of us uncovers a real scoop, those
affected will, in fact, get their lawyers involved to avert it. They will attempt to
prevent broadcasting.« (respondnet17, question 12)

Explanations for agenda cutting on the newsroom floor
In addition to content-related and social-structural reasons (Pöttker 2014), there
are three theoretical approaches to explain internal editorial decision-making
processes: The concept of journalistic economics and of the journalist as a »homo
oeconomicus maturus«, as Susanne Fengler and Stephan Russ-Mohl put it (Fengler/Russ-Mohl 2005); a modified rational choice model, as known from political science and as explained by Anthony Downs (Downs 1957); and lastly, the
so-called garbage can model of organizational theory, as Cohen, March, and Olsen
have described (Cohen et al. 1972).
The »homo economicus« approach assumes that actors always act under conditions of scarcity, that their decisions are based on personal preferences, that
their options for action are limited by restrictions, and that in their interactions,
actors have both shared and conflicting interests (Kirchgässner 1991: 12ff.). Under
conditions of resource scarcity, limited information, and limited rationality, in
particular, actors are unable to fully maximize their returns – which in our context means coverage of all possible relevant topics and thus information totality
for their audience. Instead, according to Herbert Simon, they usually have to settle for merely satisfactory results, for which he formed the portmanteau »satisficing« from the verbs »satisfy« and »suffice« (Simon 1955: 99, 1983: 75ff.).
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If we define topic selection as interactions of multiple actors in social cooperation, we can also draw on game-theoretical considerations and economics
models to explain topic selection (Neumann/Morgenstern 1944; Simon 1983: 87;
Braun 1999: 196ff.). A particularly relevant notion here is the idea that editorial
negotiations are iterative games and that actors can draw conclusions about their
options in a given situation from the behaviors of their peers in past situations.
The decision-making situation in an agenda setting meeting can therefore also
be described as a »tit-for-tat«, a concept from economics according to which one
player’s cooperation is contingent on the other players’ cooperation. Agenda
cutting, i.e., the exclusion or non-selection of socially relevant topics in editorial
routines, then appears as an act of non-cooperation, which in economics is called
defection (Fengler/Ruß-Mohl 2005: 55).
Our interviews with journalists confirmed this view. It became particularly
clear that topic setting and topic neglect are products of interpersonal interactions in which the actors’ different preferences can lead to dilemmas that
ultimately get in the way of covering a topic. Such dilemmas are often resolved
according to the principal-agent model, which means that the buck stops with
the boss. As one respondent frankly put it: »Sometimes it’s up to the editor-inchief.« (cf. respondent 30, question 8)
This defection, which we can identify as agenda cutting and define as a negative selection process in everyday editorial routines, not only affects the editorial
team members as a lost opportunity for coverage, but may also have serious negative external effects for third parties who were not directly involved in the interaction, i.e. the audience or society. The positive external effect would a society
that is well-informed about relevant topics and stories. Accordingly, the negative
external effect is a lack of information in society.
The rational choice approach is another possible theoretical matrix to explain
agenda cutting processes. This concept, which actually stems from political
science, seeks to explain voting behaviors in democracies (Downs 1957; Mueller 2003). Decision-making behaviors of voters in democratic elections lend
themselves well for comparison with decision-making behaviors about topics in
newsrooms. According to the rational choice approach, selection decisions are
assumed to be rational, as the name suggests, meaning that under this theory,
actors calculate the best possible attainable consequences of their choice given
the perceived circumstances and based on their own preferences. The rational
choice approach also assumes that a choice first requires information, which
incurs information costs. This is the main reason why actors will content themselves with incomplete information and make their decisions under certain conditions of uncertainty. In election research, the assumption is that uncertainty
can be reduced by transferring some of the information costs to third parties.
When journalists select topics and news, they may rely on topics that have
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already been published as news elsewhere. Research on newsworthiness even
considers this selection method a news factor in its own right, namely continuity
(Schulz 2009: 391; cf. Mast 2018: 80f.).
The garbage can model is yet another way to explain journalistic selection
processes. In their essay on the garbage can model of organization theory,
Cohen, March, and Olsen describe a form of organization they call »organized
anarchy« (Cohen et al. 1972). Anyone who has worked in a newsroom will be able
to empathize with this approach to journalism – through the authors actually
used universities as textbook examples of anarchic organization (for good reason). Rational decision-making models often suffer from their assumption of
unambiguous structures and rationally acting actors. According to Cohen et al.,
however, such models do not do justice to a complex, ambivalent, and constantly
changing world. The authors assume that organizational decisions in institutions of organized anarchy are based on four independent dynamic streams that
are constantly cluttered like trash in a »garbage can«, namely a) problems, b)
solutions, c) participants, and d) decision opportunities. Any rational decision
behavior is disavowed by the fact that it is subject to a plethora of uncertainties.
These include problematic preferences, confusing technologies, and fluid participation (see Haarkötter/Kalmuk 2022 for more detail).
Which decisions end up being made is sensitive to both time and context.
According to this model, it thus very often depends on the temporal order in
which decision elements (for example, topic proposals in editorial offices) are
tossed in the »garbage can«. Situational conditions, often defined by random
constellations, also shape selection behavior. While it is not impossible that such
decision-making processes lead to genuine solutions to problems (»decision by
resolution«), it is rather rare. It is more likely that decisions will be taken »by
oversight«, simply ignoring essential aspects of issues at hand, or even overlooking key issues entirely. If a decision is taken »by flight«, problems may even
migrate to other decision contexts after longer periods of unsuccessful problem-solving attempts, enabling the organization to return to the original decision context for a seemingly simpler choice of alternatives (Scherm/Pietsch 2007:
32). Cohen et al. summarize these anarchic processes as follows:
»Although decision making is thought of as a process for solving problems, that is often
not what happens. Problems are worked upon in the context of some choice, but choices
are made only when the shifting combinations of problems, solutions, and decision makers happen to make action possible« (Cohen et al. 1972: 16).
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News find me? The role of the audience and news ignorance
In this »news game«, the audience is by no means only a victim at the mercy of
the media companies’ negative information policy, ignorant newsroom routines,
and the influence of various social interest groups. A somewhat deeper look into
media reception research shows that recipients can also play an active role in
what has been identified here as agenda cutting. Agenda setting research rarely
points out that the recipients themselves engage in their own form of news selection, which can also be negative or subtractive, and are thus themselves shapers
of their own personal agenda. These processes may even have intensified in the
digital age.
The average duration of television consumption in Germany and the number
of times journalistic and editorial content is accessed on the internet suggest
that the average media consumer is not only fully supplied with media, but even
oversupplied.
But these figures are deceptive, especially when it comes to internet use:
Among the top ten most-used journalistic websites, only three could be categorized as »quality journalism« capable of providing valid journalistic information. At first glance, user numbers of these quality offerings may seem exorbitantly high compared to traditional media usage (e.g., paid circulation or ratings
of linear TV programs), but this comes at the expense of extremely low usage
time. Based on excellent data by the Crossmedia Link Panel of the Gesellschaft für
Konsumforschung (GfK), tagesschau.de has an average usage time of 20 minutes,
spiegel.de records a dwell time of 18 minutes and sueddeutsche.de has 9 minutes – per month! None of these three quality offerings attains a usage time of
even one minute per day for the average user (Andree/Thomsen 2020: 94ff.).
According to studies, mobile internet use, in particular, has further shortened
access times to news offerings. Under this phenomenon, which has been called
»news snacking«, news is no longer received consciously, but rather consumed
incidentally like potato chips, for example as a pastime during commutes or
while waiting in line (Costera Meijer/Groot Kormelink 2015: 6; Eimeren 2015: 3).
Another study has shown that this type of news use impacts how people engage
in political processes: Political participation is more likely when information is
actively sought and news is received through different channels (Diehl et al. 2019;
Gleich 2020: 33). A growing number of media users no longer even consciously
visit journalistic websites or actively search for news online, but live their digital
lives in the deceptive assumption that sooner or later, they will automatically
see relevant news on their various social media channels. This attitude, which is
particularly widespread among younger media users, is called »news find me«.
However, precisely this attitude correlates with lesser degrees of political interest
or knowledge – or even creates this negative effect (Gil de Zúñiga/Weeks 2017).
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There may be good reasons to limit media and news consumption, yet inaction
as a news recipient conflicts with our media-ethical obligations. As citizens of
a democratic community, all media users are obligated to acquire a minimum
of information about social, political, and cultural processes. And in our media
society, traditionally and inevitably, this acquisition of information occurs primarily via the media. Andree and Thomsen ask the following question: »Is journalism imploding due to minuscule digital attention spans?« (Andree/Thomsen
2020: 98). This can also be called »agenda cutting from below«.
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Top 10 of forgotten news
Top Issue 1: The gradual abolition of free learning materials
Learning materials – especially textbooks and exercise books – are supposed
be free of charge for all schoolchildren in Germany, because school education
should not depend on one’s wallet. However, in four federal states there is already
no free provision of textbooks etc. and the economic pressure on the other states
to restrict these funds is increasing. The issue concerns everyone in Germany
with school-age children. Yet there is far too little coverage of the issue in large
media outlets.
Top issue 2: The gap in the German healthcare system: Countless people are not
covered by health insurance
According to the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights, everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for health and well-being. And
yet, in Germany, some 61,000 people fall through the social net of our solidarity
community. Bureaucratic hurdles and legal situations often prevent certain
groups of people from being insured. As a former self-employed or privately
insured person it is possible to slip into a status of being uninsured. Many of
those affected are not aware of their options for medical care, and even service
providers themselves are sometimes unaware of them. Even reforms, such as the
possibility of insurance within an emergency insurance system, do not include
undocumented migrants or other persons who are not listed in population registers. Many people are not aware of the extent of this gap in the German insurance system, also due to a lack of reporting. This important topic must be given
increasing attention, both in the media and in society as a whole.
Top issue 3: Caregiving children and adolescents
In Germany, approximately 480,000 children and young people are regularly
involved in caring for their relatives. Although they thus provide an enormous
service to society, young caregivers hardly play a role in public discussion. After
much, but short-lived, media attention in 2018 and 2019, widespread changes in
age-appropriate assistance have failed to materialize. Instead, caring children
and adolescents have largely disappeared from the media agenda again. However, the lack of thematization of these particular caregivers risks the collapse of
the German care system, which should not be underestimated in terms of society
as a whole. Moreover, the fact that children and young people do not have a lobby
to represent their interests and to advocate for an improvement of their difficult
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situation is overlooked, as their care duties keep them busy. A thematization
is necessary to avoid overburdening minors, which, in addition to the general
psychological and physical strain, can also mean a limitation of work and leisure
options for them.
Top issue 4: Palliative care for the homeless
Torturous and unnoticed, that is how the death of many of the 417,000 homeless
people in Germany can be described. After a struggle for survival on the streets,
comes a struggle for a dignified and painless death. Hospices, which provide palliative care, can help in this process. However, no admission to a hospice can take
place without a diagnosis, which is often not available, because homeless people
do not seek medical treatment due to psychosocial motives or fear. The biggest
hurdle, however, is a lack of health insurance for many homeless people, which
precludes coverage of the costs of palliative care under the Hospice and Palliative
Care Act. According to this law, the costs of treatment can only be covered for
those with insurance. While reporting on this relevant topic is almost exclusively
done by hospices, charitable associations, and local and trade newspapers, the
fate of the homeless is hardly on the agenda of major media outlets.
Top issue 5: No power to the councils? Workers’ Council Modernization Act
almost unknown
In Germany, less than half of all employees work in a company with a workers’
council – trending downwards. The changes brought about by the Works Council Modernization Act were intended to be the long overdue reform of the Works
Constitution Act and to strengthen the establishment and co-determination of
workers’ councils in the changing world of work. But not only the name, also
the content was significantly restricted. On June 18, 2021, the Betriebsrätemodernisierungsgesetz [Workers’ Council Modernization Act] came into force and,
in contrast to the previous draft bill, represents overall only a minor further
development of the Works Constitution Act. Despite its importance for employees throughout Germany, the topic was only discussed and communicated in
specialist circles.
Top issue 6: Sustainable highway from ashes
People have been using cement as a construction material for buildings and
roads for over 2,000 years. However, its production is enormously damaging to
the climate due to high CO2 emissions. An alternative is currently being tested in
several European countries: In highway construction, cement is being replaced
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by fly ash. It is true that the topic of climate protection is omnipresent in the public eye. However, there are still too few concrete reports on such pilot projects in
many media. More varied reporting and more positive examples could help prevent the climate crisis from being perceived as an abstract fate.
Top issue 7: Sexism in political parties
Four out of ten women politicians have experienced sexism and harassment in
their everyday political work, according to a study by the European Academy
for Women in Politics and Business (EAF). The study also shows that if women
want to get involved in politics in small, rural communities, they have to reckon
with more difficult conditions. The majority of Germans would like to see more
women in positions of responsibility, such as political office. To achieve this,
many parties are trying to increase the proportion of women with a self-imposed
quota in order to ensure a gender balance in parliaments. The challenges of parties at the federal and state levels to achieve parity are even more evident at the
local level. Sexism, non-transparent nomination processes and so-called top dog
behavior ensure that women do not get access to political engagement at all and
that men are overrepresented in positions and leading municipal assignments.
Although the topic of sexism has been addressed in various media contexts,
reporting on sexism in political parties with a focus on local branches has so far
gone largely unnoticed.
Top issue 8: The extinction of butterflies
Already one third of all butterfly species have disappeared from our planet.
Reasons for this development are the lack of habitat and of butterfly food crops,
the use of pesticides in agriculture and finally climate change. However, butterflies – much like bees and other insects – fulfill an elementary role for the ecosystem: They contribute to the pollination of plants and thus create an essential
basis for food production; they, and especially their caterpillars, serve as a food
source for many other animals; and, finally, their presence represents a visible
bioindicator for the condition of natural areas and thus forms an important
»early warning system« for their endangerment. The species decline of butterflies is not only regrettable as such, but it has serious implications for the ecological balance. Even though the decline of insects has repeatedly been the subject of
media attention, the extinction of butterflies has so far gone largely unnoticed.
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Top issue 9: Sustainable building innovation through »Lego« construction and
building materials made from recycled plastics and residual materials
Housing shortages, earthquakes, flood disasters, wars ... there are many scenarios that require rapid and, if possible, sustainable reconstruction. The ecological
focus here is not only on the extraction of building materials, but also on their
reuse or swift recycling. The Australian non-governmental organization »Classroom of Hope«, in cooperation with the Finnish start-up »Block Solutions,« has
developed a sustainable, resource-saving and constructional uncomplicated
alternative to bricks. This »Eco-Block,« not unlike an oversized Lego brick, is
made 50% of recycled plastic and 50% of fiber, for example from worn clothing,
fibers from forestry, or leftover pulp or sawdust. The »Lego construction« allows
even helpers with no building skills to achieve constructional success very quickly. If there is still a need for reconstruction or even rebuilding, the »Eco-Blocks«
can usually be quickly reassembled. Initial projects in (warm) Indonesia following the 2018 earthquake disaster and in (cold) Finland have been progressing
promisingly..
Top issue 10: Psychological abuse in dance sport
Dancers, unlike participants in other sports, are far more likely to be affected by
eating disorders, unhealthy performance pressures, body shaming, and sexual
assault. However, the willingness to report abuse and seek psychological help in
the recreational and amateur dance and ballet sector is very low due to a common
authoritarian teaching style. It conveys that anything deviating from perfection
is weakness. This is a systematic problem that is still being fostered by many
teachers. Dance and ballet sports are practiced by many children and young
people, often during a difficult phase in life, especially for girls. While abuse in
professional sports as well as in numerous amateur disciplines is being exposed,
discussed, and partly brought to court, the reporting neglects the current conditions and their causes in dance and ballet sports.
Source: Der blinde Fleck. Initiative Nachrichtenaufklärung. [The blind spot. Initiative for Ne ws Enlig thenment/German sister organization to the U. S. Pro ject Censored]. Online accessible in German at: http://www.derblindefleck .de/
top-ten-der-vergessenen-nachrichten-2022-2/
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The big plus
The importance of digital routines and user experience in
digital journalistic offers from newspaper publishers
Abstract: After the digital turn in media, a central economic imperative for
publishing is to build and secure subscription rates. Under the conditions of
digitization, publishers are facing new journalistic and marketing challenges with their subscription management, because newspaper subscription
figures and sales have been falling for years. The abundance of digital offers
is changing the way these media companies understand themselves: Online,
they are competing not only with other digital offers from traditional publishing competitors but directly with digital platforms and portals across all
media. This development is putting publishers under pressure. Newspaper
subscriber management is responding to this by focusing more on customer
retention, in addition to attracting new customers, and reducing the churn
rate as part of their paid content strategy, especially with their so-called »Plus
Offers.« Publishers are developing preventive measures to ward off cancellations to retain their readers in the long term. In this article, observations are
made as to which relevance digital routines have in view of this development
and which aspects of the user experience are relevant regarding the use of
Plus Offers.
The fact that the future of publishing brands no longer lies in print business
but in digital business is undisputed in scholarship and practice. The end of the
printed newspaper will be predicted and calculated (cf. Meier 2019: n. p.), justified among other things by the high price of paper, the sharp rise in delivery
costs, which increase by 30 percent every five years (cf. Sievers et al. 2020: 67ff.),
and by the lack of revenue from announcements and advertising: »The publishers indeed have had notable success with digital offers, whether e-paper, articles
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behind paywalls, search engines or much more. However, they are still unable to
compensate for the decline in sales in the advertising market and, in some cases,
the reader market. Here, it has not been possible to stop the downward trend«
(Keller/Stavenhagen 2020: 17).
Over the past 30 years, publishing houses have been busy with developing
strategies to ensure the continued existence of the traditional print circulation,
to find alternative forms of financing, and to develop digital journalistic business models. Despite the steadily increasing paid-content revenue of German
trade publishers, which generated almost 900 million Euro through digital sales
in 2021 (cf. Pimpl 2022: n. p.), a structural breakthrough, with a few exceptions,
has not been documented to this day. On the contrary, readers are not sufficiently willing to pay for digital offers (cf. Sievers et al. 2020: 9; Buschow/Wellbrock
2020a), nor is there a great desire for digital content among the »traditional«
readership: according to a study by a German marketing research firm for German newspapers from 2020, three-quarters of users of the subscribed print edition cannot imagine reading their subscribed daily newspaper only as an e-paper
(cf. ZMG 2020: 6).
Daily newspapers have recorded a steady decline in circulation since the 1990s.
The circulation of daily newspapers, including the Sunday paper, has halved
from 30.1 million during the first quarter in 1995 to 14.0 million during the first
quarter in 2021 (cf. Röper 2020: 337; ivw 2021: n. p.). E-papers, which are included
in these figures, have so far not been able to compensate for the revenue losses of
print circulation, as there is a base effect: the annual decline in print circulation
is greater than the growth of e-papers (cf. on the base effect in the development
of daily newspapers Weigel 2017: n. p.). Given the strong differences in socialization and different usage habits of readers, both online and print publishers do
not have much choice but to continue following both avenues: for the foreseeable
future, traditional print readers will be serviced, and the digital sector will have
to be propelled forward as well.
Nevertheless, the print industry is increasingly moving away from the printed
edition and investing in journalistic paid-content products. The fight against
declining sales is combined with efforts to address new target groups. The business model of publishing houses is shifting from print to the web in conjunction
with a digital business model. Publishers are implementing the entrepreneurial
framework conditions of the digital economy into their publishing DNA: »Anyone who wants to survive in the media industry, and in the best-case scenario do
so successfully, can no longer avoid the connection between journalism, technology, business, and usage analysis« (Weber 2020: n. p.; cf. on the development of
digital editorial strategies: Rinsdorf 2017).
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Plus Offers are the main drivers in digital journalism
A survey conducted by the publishing industry for the Association of German
Magazine Publishers (Verband Deutscher Zeitschriftenverleger e. V.) revealed
that the strategic priorities in the media companies during this transitional period are characterized by the optimization of processes and workflows as well as
the improvement of innovative capabilities (cf. KPMG 2020: 6). These priorities
certainly also include painful cuts such as job reductions and the thinning out
of local newsrooms (cf. Grimberg 2022: n. p.). [1] The crucial aspect for growth in
the meantime, however, is the development, or rather expansion, of paid content.
With the drastic decline in traditional print subscription figures and the increasing spread of digital devices, the topic of paid content and paywalls have gradually been starting to take hold in Germany. The development started with the
introduction of an e-paper by the local newspaper Rhein-Zeitung in 2001. Twelve
years later, the national tabloid paper Bild-Zeitung set up a paywall for selected
articles, and in 2018 the national news magazine Der Spiegel launched its digital
pay service Spiegel Plus. There are now a considerable number of paywall models
and numerous paywall innovations (cf. Schöberl 2019: 23f.; Simon/Graves 2019).
In the case of digital subscriptions, the development of fee-based Plus Offers,
whose content is placed behind a paywall, is the big topic of the future and the
impetus for innovation in the publishing industry. In the meantime, they have
become of great importance to publishers in terms of both, journalism and
economics, and »are currently the fastest-growing product category« (Schöberl
2021: 21). An example of this development can be seen in the case of the national
newspaper Die Welt published by the Springer Publishing Company, where the
number of hard print copies was 40,000 in the third quarter of 2021, and »180,621
people were persuaded to use the paid offer online in December [2021]. Within
a year, the number increased by over 42,000 or more than 30 percent« (DWDL
2022: n. d.).
It is noteworthy in this context that Plus Offers and the classic daily newspaper edition are completely different products. [2] Printed daily newspapers,
and in the paid-content sector e-papers, are finite periodically published media
products, i. e., »expenditure products that appear at fixed dates in an expectable
volume« (Schöberl 2021: 21). In contrast, the digital journalistic bonus content, or
1
2

High-quality local journalism and democratic structures are closely intertwined. For example, Daniel
Kübler and Christopher Goodman concluded in a study that there is a connection between the crisis in local
journalism and the decline in voter turnout, see Kübler/Goodman 2019
Weekly newspapers are a special feature of digital subscriptions. In the case of Spiegel Plus and Zeit Plus, Plus
subscriptions include both the e-paper and the daily articles behind the paywall. The success of the Plus
Offers at the weeklies leads to circulation growth against the industry trend, since they »are also included
in the supposed ›print‹ circulation due to a similar price level compared to the print-only subscription«
(DWDL 2022: n. p.).
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plus offers, are of a different nature: They are produced and received in continuous operation and »are located on a website behind a paywall or are played on a
›news app ‹« (Schöberl 2021: 21). The product logic of the Plus Offer from the daily
press differs from that of printed daily newspapers and the e-paper. The lack of
periodicity is an important attribute of extra offers online. They bid farewell to
the daily issue and are, according to Markus Schöberl, »streaming like online
content« (Schöberl 2022: 22).
Added features are mainly comprised of selected online articles from the current print edition of the newspaper in question, as well as online-only content
that cannot be read in the print edition (cf. von Garmissen 2020: 21). It is not
made clear to the user which articles are from the print version and which articles
are online-only. The publishers’ extra features are oriented toward successful
subscription-based portals. Digital forms of distribution are copied here, which
»differ strongly from traditional business models and distribution channels in
journalism and are already established in adjacent media markets« (Buschow/
Wellbrock 2020b: 127). For many publishers added features at a fixed monthly
price are now part of the paid content portfolio (e. g., the added features of the
newspapers Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (F+), the Süddeutsche Zeitung (SZ Plus),
the Rheinische Post (RP+), and the Stuttgarter Zeitung, (StZ Plus)) and are forcing the
process of selling content digitally. Added features are not offshoots of daily
newspapers but are developing into independent media products with specific
characteristics in terms of marketing, pricing, and sales. It should be noted that
publishers have to deal with different readers in their print and online media. SZ
Plus, the added features of the Süddeutsche Zeitung, serves as an example: »basic
SZ Plus subscribers tend to be younger and more urban, having a high affinity
to ›SZ,‹ especially to sz.de, and read [us] to a very large extent on their smartphones« (Kornfeld 2020a: 33).
The change in usage habits of readers must therefore also be considered by the
publishing houses when designing their digital offers. Simply transferring the
print product to digital media will not do justice to digital readers.

Adapting the business model to the needs of readers
The developments in digital journalism and the growing importance of added
features have been impacting the usage habits of the readership and editorial
work. The print media product, which has been optimized over decades and
adapted to the usage behavior of readers, seems to have been exhausted – the
use of added features requires the development of new routines. The classic
newspaper is not used spontaneously within the framework of a subscription
but through knowledge of its actual appearance (cf. basic considerations in the
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decision to subscribe to a newspaper: Rinsdorf 2003: 5ff.). In this way, utilization
can be planned and can be integrated into or become a habitual part of everyday
life, which has a positive effect on the propensity to subscribe (Rinsdorf 2003:
54). In the case of content that is continuously produced and received, such
as added features, it is reasonable to assume that this very routine no longer
applies. For digital publishing products, the motto was Online First for many
years, which seems outdated as a motto. Meanwhile, the Web is less about transforming the same content from the newspaper medium into an online medium
than about establishing new media structures: from a finite to a fluid medium.
Above all, however, potentials beyond the print medium must be leveraged; it
is a matter of a change of perspective: the digital products of publishers on the
Web are e-commerce. This, in turn, has consequences for these publishing products, because on the Web, consistent orientation to the user’s perspective and the
user experience is crucial for success. At the forefront of product development
is: »What do digital journalistic offers look like so that users are willing to pay
for, that retain them in the long term, and that meet their needs?« (Schöberl
2022: 22). Do the publishers succeed in building a relationship with the users
via the product? Do the digital publishing products meet the needs of readers?
What emotional incentives are given to readers? And, what experience-centered
applications do the digital publishers’ offers have? Today, the publishing industry is at the stage that Veit Dengler formulated in 2015 at the beginning of this
development: »The focus for the business model must therefore move away from
the product – whether newspaper or website – to a focus on the paying customer and their needs. The journalistic product of the future remains to be created;
however, it will increasingly resemble service offers, namely classification, and
analysis« (Emphasis by EB/KS, Dengler 2015; cf. also Royal 2015: n. d.).
In order to position themselves in the highly competitive market and be successful in the long term, publishers are increasingly focusing on responding
to the needs of their readers, understanding them, and designing their offers
accordingly. Publishers combine publishing digital business with e-commerce
business. And a central feature of e-commerce is user-first thinking, combined
with the permanent evaluation and optimization of digital applications. E-commerce offers grow and are successful if optimizations are carried out regularly.
According to a survey by the German Newspaper Publishers and Digitalpublishers Association (Bundesverband Digitalpublisher und Zeitungsverleger) (BDZV),
experts from the industry also confirm this trend: 95 percent state that the factor
of understanding user habits and interests will make a major contribution to the
success of a digital payment model in the future (see BDZV/Schickler 2021). The
News Product Alliance, founded in 2020, has taken up this aspect with its claim
The future of news is product: »Today’s most successful newsrooms have adopted
product strategy into their culture. As traditional news revenue models have
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broken down, they’ve embraced product practices from digital industries and
found ways to connect their content and business strategy in order to develop
dedicated audiences and new revenue streams» (news product alliance 2022: n.
d.).
In this context, it must be pointed out that it cannot be a matter of replacing
journalistic work with non-journalistic products, rather journalism and product
are more closely intertwined in the digital realm than is the case in the analog
world. In a study, Silke Fürst investigated the consequences of the growing
importance of web analytics tools, respectively, audience metrics for journalistic
quality, and came to a sobering conclusion:
»This article […] has found that audience metrics have a mainly negative impact on news
quality […], particularly in profit-driven newsrooms and in connection with growing
economic pressures. With respect to the allocation of resources and recognition, it has become
clear that audience metrics further exacerbate an already precarious situation. Despite
significant staff cuts, new jobs are created that focus on how to increase audience traffic.
Moreover, most journalists are expected to monitor and optimize audience metrics and are
valued for ›doing well‹ in this matter« (Fürst 2020: 276).

Nevertheless, dashboards, key figures, and the evaluation of online usage data
have long since found their way into editorial offices (cf. Kornfeld 2020b). Konrad
Weber emphasizes the advantages of the tools:
»A medium cannot do without relevant and well-researched stories. And yes, the best
stories always reach an audience. But by no means are all published stories worthy of a
Pulitzer Prize. Even more important is a functioning interplay between content, design,
and technology – coupled with data and marketing know-how – so that the stories are
actually discovered and used« (Weber 2020: n. p.).

The terms usability and user experience are important for the implementation of
this interaction. While the term usability refers to the effectiveness, efficiency,
and satisfaction of the actual use of an interactive system, user experience focuses on the subjective perceptions and reactions of the user, both before, during,
and after use (cf. Geis/Tesch 2019: 19). User experience brings the emotional
experience of use to the foreground (cf. Burmester 2013: 141). It is known from UX
research that emotions, or »Be-Goals,« play a major role: »A positive user experience requires the fulfillment of needs. A product that can convey a feeling of, for
example, ›being stimulated,‹ ›being competent,‹ or ›being admired‹ because of
the interaction is decisive for the quality of the user experience.« (Schlierkamp/
Burmester 2010: 13). Consequently, user experience needs to be understood
because of the fulfillment of psychological needs (cf. Burmester et al. 2014: 7).
Hassenzahl et al. (2010) show that in particular the fulfillment of human needs
for autonomy, competence, connectedness, popularity, stimulation, and security
are crucial for the evaluation of experiences in a technological context.
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UX is a conglomerate of many different factors which, depending on the product, are decisive for a positive user experience in different compositions (cf. Winter et al. 2015: 33). A study by Winter et al. (2017) investigated how users rate the
importance of 16 UX factors compiled from the literature for different product
categories. For the category of news portals studied, the following factors proved
to be particularly relevant: Content Quality, Clarity, Intuitive Use, Transparency,
Efficiency, Beauty, and Value (see Winter 2017: 196). For publishers and the implementation of UX in their paid content offers, this would be the place to start. A
good user experience can help to set oneself apart from competitors. Only the
fulfillment of expectations entices users to repeatedly purchase or use a certain
product so that the user experience can have a direct impact on the economic success of a company.

Importance of retention marketing and the subscription model for
added features
The importance of the UX is reflected in the management of customer loyalty.
With the introduction of added feature portals as a low-cost web subscription,
customer loyalty management (cf. Lingenfelder/Fisbeck-Groh 2003: 179) has
gained momentum and importance for the publishing houses. Customer retention is understood to mean all measures with which previous and future behavioral intentions of users of the added features portals can be shaped positively
to stabilize and expand the relationship with customers. In order to retain subscribers to added offers on the web, the industry faces the challenge that journalistic offers should not only be convincing in terms of quality but that publishers
must also respond to new usage habits and needs. However, the needs of users on
the web are fundamentally different from those of print media, and this is where
loyalty marketing comes into play as part of customer retention management.
A key area of application for retention marketing is the achievement of digital
subscriptions. Whereas in the past publishers could assume that the signing of
a print subscription represented the endpoint of sales activity, the conclusion of a
Plus subscription represents the beginning of a product story. High cancellation
rates and customer churn during the free trial period or within the first 100 days
pose a major challenge for publishers, and the shelf life of Plus subscribers is
significantly worse than for traditional edition products such as print subscriptions or e-papers (see Schöberl 2021: 21). According to Johannes Hauner (from the
German newspaper Süddeutsche Zeitung Digital or SZ), only a good 50 percent of
new subscribers remain loyal to the SZ’s digital offer after the four-week free trial
phase and become paying customers (cf. Kornfeld 2020a: 34). Monthly cancellation options are also the rule with Plus Offers, and these cancellation periods are
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significantly shorter than with traditional print subscriptions. Thus, retention
marketing is now challenged accordingly. For their digital subscriptions, publishers need to design conceptual foundations for subscription management:
What do customers want, what is their willingness to pay, and how do they
decide? For a successful marketing to hold customers, the digital world reveals a
need to support users in the development of routines around the product or subscription. The digital product, as distinct from the print newspaper or e-paper,
needs a fixed place in the everyday life of the user community. Otherwise, it will
be forgotten too quickly. While the reception of the printed daily newspaper is
generally governed by morning time reading at the breakfast table, the digital
product is used much more frequently »in between« and throughout the day (cf.
Score Media Group 2018: n. d.). Digital readers must therefore be carefully introduced to the product and motivated to use it regularly through customizable
functions. Publishers must ensure that they establish routines for their readers
and ensure engagement. The great advantage of online media in this context is
that publishers can develop a user-first strategy on the web in a user-centric way.
It is now possible to tailor the media product to the user and their needs and to
offer what Dengler calls a »customer-centric news production« (Dengler 2015: n.
p.). For users who must make a new monthly decision to retain a digital subscription (by not canceling it), the individual decision architecture is decisive. The
characteristics of this decision architecture are, on the one hand, the journalistic
quality of the media content, and on the other hand, the web-specific features
that bind users to new offers, such as smart onboarding processes, interaction
options, daily newsletters, regular website updates, feedback channels, and multimedia added value.
The subscription remains the central instrument for sales. In the online sector,
it is now becoming increasingly clear that publishers are not relying on individual sales of articles on the web, but that subscriptions are and will remain the key
success factor in sales. The subscription model promises higher margins and a
good opportunity to analyze customer data (see Verband Deutscher Zeitungsverleger 2021: n. d.). Hauner calls the SZ-Plus subscription »the most important
pillar of our digital business« (Kornfeld 2020a: 34). According to a BDZV survey
(cf. BDZV 2019) of Plus portals from 2019, the digital subscription is the most
frequently used billing model in the online sector, used by around 90 percent
in the online sector. The majority of users are offered a free service at the beginning of the subscription, which costs no more than 10 Euro after the test phase
at two-thirds of the added features portals (cf. on the willingness to pay for digital journalistic services Wellbrock/Buschow 2020 and on the question of which
usage motives have an influence on the willingness to pay for digital journalistic
content Riemann et al. 2020). Day passes (primarily for regional daily newspapers) also play a role for the Plus Portals surveyed (42 percent use this as a billing
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model); logging at 9 percent, the individual sale of articles is hardly used or
offered as a billing model (cf. BDZV 2019: 14ff.; Kornfeld 2020a: 34). The importance of subscriptions and an associated pricing policy is increasing because revenues from advertising and classifieds are declining dramatically and, in some
cases, permanently (cf. Keller/Stavenhagen 2020: 7).

On the importance of digital routines and UX
Before we go into the importance of digital routines and an appropriate UX for
Plus Offers, our considerations are preceded by the central characteristics of this
media offer:
1. Added feature portals are subscription offers with a weak contractual obligation (usually giving the option to cancel on a month-by-month basis)
and compared to the classic print subscription, a significantly lower-priced
product.
2. Added feature subscriptions can be defined as a hybrid medium. As online
offers, they provide extensive multimedia content, forms of social interaction (e. g., in the comments section in discussion with other users), and
para-social contacts with media figures. [3]
3. The content of added features is characterized by permanence compared to
traditional media offers from the areas of radio, television, or print newspapers (incl. e-papers). They lack a schedule, are not periodic, and are characterized by the absence of issues. Exceptions in the case of weekly newspapers, which include the newspaper Zeit Plus and the news magazine Spiegel
Plus, for example, were referred to above.
In light of these findings, questions arise for the print industry about the
further development of added offers as part of its digital transformation process. Month-by-month cancellation options are putting publishers and editorial
teams under pressure to keep their readership permanently loyal. The focus here
is on churn management, i. e., the question of how to retain the subscriber base
and how to reduce the enormous cancellation rates of digital subscriptions (cf.
Tongbhoyai 2020: n.d.). Churn is a neologism, made up of the words change and
turn (cf. Neu/Günter 2015: 91). The object of churn management is to identify customers at risk of churn and to prevent churn among profitable customers, with
the overriding goal being to minimize and prevent customer churn by implementing suitable measures (see Tecklenburg 2008: 25). The aim is to identify
customers at risk of churn before they distance themselves completely from the
3

Paid content offers also show how para-social interaction can turn into a genuine social interaction when
users communicate with journalists directly or via the detour of social media (cf. on para-social interaction
in the media sector Schweiger 2007: 121ff and in digital journalism Riemann et al. 2020: 116).
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company and, for example, give notice of termination. Weber uses the example of
the New York Times to describe its strategic approach:
»Inspired by the strategies of Netflix, Spotify, and HBO, a radical focus on the core business of journalism took place. At the same time, new online services and functions were
continuously added, from personalized fitness advice and interactive news-bots to virtual
reality films, with the aim of making a subscription indispensable for existing users and
more attractive for future subscribers« (Weber 2022: n. p.).

Christian Zaschke points to the success of the New York Times, which makes
profits from its online offers beyond news: »More than two million people paid
for other content. This includes not only the puzzle pages, which include the
famous crossword puzzle but also the sections with recipes and tests of household appliances« (Zaschke 2022: n. d.). For the special constellation of added
offers, it is important that the subscriptions become a central part of the everyday media routines of their users. The creation of routines can succeed if the
online offers force rational selection decisions in media use, both in terms of content and with the help of web media forms. The thematic-content routines, e. g.,
high-quality news journalism or entertainment offers, serve to satisfy the needs
of the two known cognitive motive groups: gratifications and instrumental utility
(cf. in detail Schweiger 2007: 94ff.).
The creation of routines through the interaction of content and form is a fundamental characteristic of media companies that produce and distribute media
offers. In a traditional medium such as television, these routines are established
by a program: »The cyclical recurrence of certain program forms, certain broadcasts, but also certain broadcast elements at certain times enables ritual formation within the framework of television reception.« (Bleicher 1998: 68).
These ritualized media use processes embedded in a program (cf. on media
rituals Fahlenbrach et al. 2008) are no longer present in this form in the streaming-like added offers. New mediation elements in the form of digital everyday
routines are used here, which represents a revolution in recent newspaper history. If it is no longer the reception of the daily newspaper edition that determines
the use, but the permanent updating of content in the online offer, then users
must acquire new routines with the help of new forms. These web-media forms
are, for example, breaking news with push function to smartphone or wearables,
daily newsletters, thematic summaries by mail, and weekly podcasts. They all
continuously promote newsworthy, entertaining, and self-referential events. In
the online sphere, the levels of media or news use, social interaction with other
users, and para-social interaction with media figures are now combined.
It should be emphasized in this context that these digital transformation processes, with their focus on Plus Offer subscriptions, are entirely compatible with
high-quality journalism. The managing director of the New York Times, Meredith
Kopit Levien, was extremely successful in transforming the online offers of the
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New York Times from advertising-financed to subscription-based business models
in 2020. »Meredith [Kopit] Levien sees the key to this success in two places: First,
in the quality, scope, and depth of journalism, and second, by thinking in terms
of digital products« (Weber 2022: n. d.). Riemann et al. (2020) confirm this development in their empirical study. In a study, the authors surveyed which motives
cause the intention to pay in online journalism, and one of their main findings
is that it would be purposeful for media houses to offer »exclusive and detailed
content that supports opinion formation and also promotes exchange in social
situations« (Riemann et al. 2021: 117).
Successful web offers are characterized by permanent optimization, especially with the help of appropriate UX measures. This also applies to paid content
offers. An appropriate UX is indispensable for continuously drawing users’
attention to the journalistic online product and supporting regular use. Technical errors and hurdles must be reduced in the context of Plus Offers, because they
prevent a pleasant usability experience in the sense of a positive UX. This leads
to a lack of motivation to engage further with the product and thus stands in the
way of building a routine and ultimately a habit. Simple and intuitive usability
is a decisive factor for a positive UX here. The quality of an interactive product
is therefore not to be evaluated with the help of a single product property, but
on the basis of the interaction between users and the product. Relevant to the
publishers’ approach is the assumption, derived from usability and UX research,
that the user-friendly design and usability of interactive systems depend on the
quality of the interaction design. It should be noted that »users [...] perceive the
relationship to the product on the one hand on the pragmatic level via functionality, on the other hand on a level beyond functionality via hedonistic quality.
While the pragmatic level is addressed by traditional usability features, UX features address hedonistic quality« (Gotthartsleitner 2009: 199). This is particularly important following the start of a subscription to ensure long-term customer
loyalty. If the digital subscription is not used sufficiently within the first three
months of signing up, customers quickly feel that the price-usage ratio is unbalanced and a threat to cancel the subscription arises, as Patric Tonghboyai reports
in the New York Times: »A team of ten specialists focuses on convincing subscribers of the company’s services in their first 90 days« (Tonghboyai 2020: n. d.).
A lack of routine leads customers to feel that they are only using a small part
of the service so that the price is not worth it. Steffen Klusmann, editor-in-chief
of the German news magazine Spiegel, provides an example: »New subscribers
generally no longer want a self-contained magazine that appears once a week,
but rather a fast-paced news platform that is enriched with strong analyses, classifications, reconstructions, and investigative stories – whether these are from
the current issue or the one before or were only researched for the website doesn’t
matter to readers. As long as the pieces offer added value. And because modern
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journalism is no longer just about text, we’re expanding our range of podcasts
and audio-recorded articles. For nine months, we have had the daily podcast
Spiegel Daily in our program« (Ringle 2021: n. p.). Thus, successful onboarding
and a positive product experience are essential, especially in the initial period, to
convince (new) customers of the offer, establish a digital routine, and thus retain
them. Newspapers have found a form of offer in the paid content area with Plus
Offers that allow them to look optimistically to the future. In order to be able to
retain subscriptions on the web in the long term, two factors come into focus for
the communication of high-quality journalism: the anchoring of everyday digital routines and the implementation of an appropriate UX. Should the move away
from issue-based publishing to a permanence of streaming become established
in the long run, we will be dealing not only with the media shift from print to the
web but above all with the establishment of a new media ritual in the newspaper
landscape.
What is critical about this development is the exploitation connection between
this new media ritual and the business model. Helmut Schanze foresaw this
problematic development as early as 2008:
»The New Media, which propagate user responsibility and elevate every television viewer
to the position of the program director, however, not only allow, it seems, hybridizations,
news without news value, and self-celebration, but they encourage them. The tried-andtrue control mechanisms assigned to the mass media are failing in a globalized world of
new media. Programs can no longer be predicted; the readability and rationality of programs disappear in the multitude of ›programs,‹ i. e., the content of the networks, which
appear to be ›user-driven‹« (Schanze 2008: 68).

The fact that thematic-content discourse oriented to a streaming logic might
have an interest in a permanent state of crisis and a state of excitement, may
well become a delicate matter. If streaming the catastrophe were to become the
»›normality‹ of the media ritual« (Hickethier 2008: 50), this would in turn have
an impact on journalistic quality criteria, agenda-setting, and ultimately on the
self-image of publishers.
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Ingeborg Bachmann as a journalist
Correspondent reports from Rome and radio entertainment
in Vienna [1]
Abstract: Ingeborg Bachmann (1926-1973) was the ›girl wonder‹ of postwar literature in the German-speaking world. Today, the Ingeborg Bachmann Prize,
with its famous annual reading competition in Klagenfurt, Austria, is still
considered one of the most important literary prizes in the German-speaking world. Less well known is the fact that Ingeborg Bachmann was not just
a poet, storyteller, and novelist, but also a journalist, reporting from Rome
for various radio stations and newspapers. She was also employed as a »Script
Writer Editor« for the American broadcaster Rot-Weiß-Rot in postwar Vienna
in the early 1950s, when the city was still occupied by the four victorious powers in the Second World War. In addition, she worked in the features segment
and on radio entertainment.
»Later, so much happened that one could hardly have dared to dream of: university
studies, travel, work on newspapers and magazines, and later a permanent job in radio.«
(Bachmann 20102: 302)

It is fascinating not only to discover Ingeborg Bachmann’s journalistic works,
but also to place them in their historical context. After all, the young Bachmann
began to work as a journalist in a period dominated by a paradigm shift in West
German and Austrian journalism following the Second World War. This effect
1

We thank the author for agreeing to pre-publish this research paper from the planned anthology: Lepilkina,
O.; Pöttker, H.; Serebriakov, A.; Serebriakova, S. (eds.): Macht, Herrschaft, Öffentlichkeit. Deutschsprachige und
russische Publizistinnen und Publizisten des 20. Jahrhunderts. Cologne: Herbert von Halem.
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is seen both in her political reporting from Rome, the Römische Reportagen, and
in the episodes she wrote for a radio entertainment series called Die Radiofamilie – two poles of her journalistic work that reflect the issues of the age in different ways.

Paradigm shift in German journalism in the post-war period
Ingeborg Bachmann learned the role of a journalist on the job [2] (cf. McVeigh
2016: 77) at the American occupation radio station Rot-Weiß-Rot in Vienna,
where she was employed as a Script Writer Editor (cf. McVeigh 2011: 344) between
1951 and 1953 (cf. Albrecht/Göttsche 2002: 4). The early days of her journalistic
career thus fell in a time in which the media landscape in West Germany and
Austria was being reorganized in line with the English-speaking and American
model, with the aim of giving the profession a different self-image in terms of
its role in society, based on a democratic basic order. The goal was to break free
from the propaganda and conviction journalism of the Nazi era, so that society
could ›learn democracy.‹ Ideally, the reader or listener should experience how the
Nazis’ Volksempfänger radio was transformed from an organ for Hitler’s statements into a medium that offered fact-based reporting, controversial debate, and
a way to experience and analyze art. Since then, the extent to which this objective
has been achieved in specific details has repeatedly been the subject of historical
journalism research (cf. Blöbaum 2014: 159-165; Pöttker 2014: 144-145).
Ingeborg Bachmann was more than aware of the opportunity with which she
was presented. Looking back, she described the horrors of Nazi rule as the end
of her childhood: »There was a specific moment that destroyed my childhood.
The day Hitler’s troops marched into Klagenfurt. It was something so appalling
that this day became the beginning of my memory: through a pain that came too
early, of such strength that I would perhaps never experience again« (Bachmann
1983: 111). The almost-20-year-old portrayed the end of the war and the liberation
from the Nazi dictatorship in her war diary, published after she died: »This is the
most wonderful summer of my life. Even if I live to be one hundred years old, this
will remain the most wonderful spring and summer. The peace is hardly noticeable, they all say, but for me, peace is peace!« (Bachmann 2010: 23).

2

Joseph McVeigh describes how the broadcaster RWR held a library of American standard reference works on
compiling radio programs, which all deskmen used (cf. McVeigh 2011: 347).
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Objectivity and democratic discourse
This reference to the historical context throws up various questions: How
strong was Ingeborg Bachmann’s understanding of journalism in line with
Anglo-American concepts? Is there proof of her focus on facts or of her goal of
creating the greatest possible transparency in society through her journalistic
texts?
In German and literature studies, Bachmann’s journalistic texts, and particularly her correspondent reports for the Westdeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung newspaper
in Essen and for Radio Bremen (Römische Reportagen) from Rome in 1954-1955, are
often prematurely written off as functional texts, »of significance under neither
poetological nor literary aspects« (Albrecht/Göttsche 2002: 173). It is time to
adopt a different point of view – one that takes into account the specific perspectives of journalism studies as an academic subject. After all, the fact that the
style is unobtrusive and adheres to the format specified by the broadcaster is not
necessarily a sign of poor quality. On the contrary: One could argue that – specifically because she strived to adhere to journalistic quality standards and to commit to the goal of objectivity – Ingeborg Bachmann met the criteria for a good
journalistic text. In some cases, this can mean that the author deliberately takes
a step back – in contrast to literary works. Who is reporting is not, or at least
should not be, important; what matters is that the reporting is guided by objectivity. The fact that Ingeborg Bachmann published her correspondent reports
from Rome under the pseudonym Ruth Keller, for example, fits in perfectly with
this, [3] allowing her to differentiate between her work as an author in literary
and journalistic texts. In light of this, her use of a pseudonym may have been an
attempt to ›neutralize‹ herself as an author, i.e. to speak not with the subjective
voice of a literary figure, but as an observer of political or societal processes, serving the readers or listeners.

Early days at Rot-Weiß-Rot radio in Vienna
In fall 1945, Ingeborg Bachmann moved to Innsbruck to begin her studies in
philosophy, which she then continued in Graz and, from September 1946, in
the Austrian capital, Vienna. In 1949, she completed a doctorate under Viktor
Kraft, an exponent of philosophical neopositivism. Her dissertation, Die kritische
3

Ingeborg Bachmann’s pseudonym may have been a reference to Helen Keller, the American social reformer
and women’s rights activist who lost her sight and hearing at an early age, yet learned to write and became
an author (cf. Dreier/Schneider 2002: 99). This hypothesis does not seem so far-fetched to me. For example,
in her speech at the award of a radio play prize for the war blind in 1959, Bachmann considered ›seeing‹
and ›hearing‹ not only in their literal sense, but also in terms of their metaphorical significance for art (cf.
Bachmann 20102: 275-277).
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Aufnahme der Existenzialphilosophie Martin Heideggers [The critical acceptance of the
existential philosophy of Martin Heidegger] was thus explicitly a work ›against‹
Heidegger, Bachmann said later (cf. Bachmann 1983: 137).
The Wiener Kreis group, whose members included her doctoral supervisor
Viktor Kraft, Rudolf Carnap, Moritz Schlick, and Otto Neurath, was also close
to the philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein. Bachmann was a proven authority on
Wittgenstein’s philosophy, having covered it in various essays and radio pieces
in 1953 (cf. Bachmann 2010 2: 103-127). Neopositivism is based on an academic
worldview that uses the means of formal logic to recognize facts and scientific
method, rather than using mere experience and metaphysical approaches that
cannot be verified in the same way (cf. Hoell 2001: 41). As the emergence of the
news paradigm in the English-speaking world is derived from a similar source in
the history of thought (cf. Stensaas 2014: 45ff.), extending the primate of scientific objectivity to other fields, such as journalism, can be seen as a sign of Ingeborg
Bachmann’s affinity with it.
At the same time, Ingeborg Bachmann was making contacts in Vienna’s literary scene, soon joining the circle of writer and theater critic Hans Weigel – who
would later become her mentor – at Café Raimund. There she met literary
figures such as Ilse Aichinger, Milo Dor, H.C. Artmann, Friederike Mayröcker,
and many more. But as well as her status as an up-and-coming literary figure,
Ingeborg Bachmann also had to earn a living. Alongside smaller commissions
for newspapers and magazines (cf. McVeigh 2016: 69ff.), she therefore also began
working in the administration of the American occupying authority – first in
the office of the News and Features Section of the Amerikanischer Nachrichtendienst (AND) and then, from fall 1951, at the radio station Rot-Weiß-Rot (RWR),
which was located at Seidengasse in the 7th district of Vienna, in the American
sector of the occupied city (cf. McVeigh 2011: 75, 344; Lennox 2004: 19).
The station Rot-Weiß-Rot, which overcame initial problems with acceptance
among the Austrian population to become the country’s most popular broadcaster (cf. Wagenleitner 1991: 142), was an American military station from its
inception in 1945 until its end in 1955. It was answerable to the Information
Service Branch (ISB), whose role was to support the military commanders of Austria’s American zone in the culture and media sector (cf. Feldinger 1990, 27-28;
McVeigh 2016: 29). In 1950, the broadcaster launched a psychological offensive to
boost the radio station’s acceptance among the Austrian public. The key aim was
to make the station more popular among listeners than the Austrian broadcaster
Radio Verkehrs AG (RAVAG), which was located in the Soviet sector. The Cold
War was already underway, and the Americans were hoping that entertainment
was the way to win over the Austrians to their democratic values (cf. McVeigh
2004: 57). To achieve this, they were looking for young, ›unspent‹ Austrian staff
who could make the relaunched medium more attractive (cf. Wagenleitner 1991:
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139). Ingeborg Bachmann was one. Her colleague at the editorial office, Peter
Weiser, later remembered Ingeborg Bachmann’s crucial role in shaping the
three-person editorial office team (which also included the journalist, writer
and later culture politician Jörg Mauthe) through a talent for organization and
an »unerring« sense of the medium of radio: »Inge, as she was called, as she was
still far from being Bachmann, imperceptibly took over the reins of the script
department. […] We gave her every manuscript to read and took every one of her
objections into account; we discussed every new project with her, and when she
brought forth her own ideas, we tried to implement even the craziest of them.
She, who never listened to the radio herself, had an unerring sense of the possibilities of this medium, which she sounded out in their full depth, as well as of its
limits, which she prevented us from crossing« (Weiser 1982: 103-104).
At the coffee house, Mauthe and Weiser worked with Ingeborg Bachmann to
develop the radio family Floriani, for example. It »was to become Austria’s most
listened-to radio show for many years« (Weiser 1982: 104). The radio series covered
the experiences of a fictional Vienna family, reflecting on current political and
social issues as it did so (see below). Ingeborg Bachmann herself reported on her
work at RWR in a letter to poet Paul Celan, emphasizing how successful her work
was among listeners: »I sit in a room with two other men and two secretaries; with
these two men, I work on plays for the radio, alongside that I occasionally have to
write a radio play myself, compile the weekly film reviews, and read and assess
countless, almost exclusively poor, manuscripts. What I effect is not always bad,
what we present to our listeners is actually quite daring for Austria, from Eliot to
Anouilh, but, remarkably, we are actually successful with it« (Bachmann 2008: 37).
According to Peter Weiser, Ingeborg Bachmann used her lunch breaks from
her job at the editorial office to »write poetry.« In 1953, the author left her job
at RWR and moved to Italy. Weiser says laconically: »Then she went. She had
become world famous. Through the poems she wrote in her lunch break« (Weiser
1982: 104).

The Römische Reportagen [Roman feature stories]
In 1953, Ingeborg Bachmann resigned from her position at the broadcaster RotWeiß-Rot and moved to Italy in order to concentrate more intensively on her
work as an author. Through her contact with Gustav René Hocke, who worked as
a correspondent in Rome for papers including Munich’s Süddeutsche Zeitung, Ingeborg Bachmann was given the opportunity to produce weekly radio features on
social and political issues for Radio Bremen. Looking for someone to deputize for
him during an extended period abroad (cf. Kogel1998: 84), Hocke recommended
his young colleague to the then Chief Editor of Radio at Radio Bremen, Hans
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Herbert Westermann, for the program Zeit im Funk. She spoke Italian, was »very
professional, knows the country, writes excellently, and is in need of money,« he
argued (Kogel 1998: 85). Westermann quickly agreed. He »did not hesitate and
employed Ingeborg Bachmann on the spot, particularly as he had found out that
the young author already had some experience of radio, which she had gained
as a script writer and later deskman at the Vienna radio station Rot-Weiss-Rot«
(Kogel 1998: 85).
Every Monday, the editorial office agreed a topic with their new Roman correspondent by telephone. Once written, Ingeborg Bachmann dictated her text
by telephone to a typist at the editorial office, where it was edited by the Chief
Editor. He was mostly pleased with her work (cf. Kogel 1998: 85), says Jörg-Dieter
Kogel, who rediscovered the program manuscripts at Radio Bremen. Kogel found
the texts in the broadcaster’s archive in 1997 and published them together with
a postscript under the title Römische Reportagen. The texts »brought Westermann
nothing but joy and hardly ever work. A dash here and there, that was all the editors had to do« (Kogel 1998: 85).
Strictly speaking, the Römische Reportagen were not reportages at all: They were
really ›feature-style‹ reports. A ›colorful,‹ ›feature-style‹ beginning usually transitioned into a more functional, fact-packed, reporting text that outlined the
current political situation in Italy for listeners in West Germany. The choice of
topic was guided by German foreign policy interests – including the Bonn-Paris
conventions, which governed the end of the Occupation Statute of Germany and
the country’s entry into NATO, the influence of Italian communists on politics,
and the Trieste question. [4] Also covered was a criminal case that shook Italian
society – the Montesi case, in which big names from politics and Roman high
society were involved in the murder of the Roman girl Wilma Montesi (cf. Bachmann 1998: 9-77). The case was to inspire Frederico Fellini’s famous film La dolce
vita in 1960 (cf. Althen 2006: 39). Alongside political issues, a few of Bachmann’s
reports also covered more entertaining subjects, like the latest model from the
Fiat plant and an art competition organized by film star Gina Lollobrigida.

Assessment of the Römische Reportagen [Roman feature stories]
How should the ›Roman reports‹ be categorized? It is notable that they are in
no way written in a poetic style. They are completely objective, with a reporting style, and enriched with numerous facts to back up what is said. Examining the reports based on the analysis criteria for the quality of journalistic
4 A dispute over the division of the territory of the city and surrounding area of Trieste between Italy (Zone A)
and Yugoslavia (Zone B) in 1954.
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texts – relevance, topicality, communication, and objectivity (cf. Krings 2008:
129-134) – reveals that they are usually met in exemplary fashion. The ›feature-style‹ beginnings are the only indication of the author’s talent for writing,
for example the start of her piece in the program Zeit im Funk on December
3, 1954, where she said: »In Rome, the first traces of Christmas are becoming
visible. Crowds gather outside the shop windows on Corso and Via Veneto. Yet
there is little sign of excitement about the upcoming celebration. A remarkably
tenacious fall mist hangs over the eternal city, and the people have sums swirling
in their heads. There is not much left for gifts« (Bachmann 1998: 30). The piece
then transitions into a reporting style, with Bachmann continuing: »The balance sheet does not look good for the masses. Prices have risen enormously over
the year, by around fifteen to twenty percent. All the treasures of the earth are
arrayed on Rome’s luxurious displays, but only a tiny proportion of the population can afford them« (Bachmann 1998: 30).
In the Zeit im Funk program on August 11, 1954, she becomes even more precise
and almost obsessed with facts, reporting »that seventy percent of Italian workers earn less than DM 200 per month. For an hourly wage, a large proportion of
the population can buy only, for example, 100g of butter or 1kg of spaghetti or
1kg of bread or 125g of beef or 1kg of fruit« (Bachmann 1998: 13-14).
When it comes to classifying her political position, in the Römische Reportagen
Bachmann appears on the conservative line of the ›Adenauer Republic‹ (Konrad
Adenauer was the first Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany, 19491963), for whose people she was reporting. The Italian communists are not shown
in a favorable light (cf. Bachmann 1998: 32-34, 39-40) and cementing a position
in the Western alliance is considered an urgent goal for both Italy and the Federal Republic of Germany, as reported on Zeit im Funk on September 20, 1954 and
October 4, 1954, for example (cf. Bachmann 1998: 17, 23). No doubt this is driven
both by her experiences during the Nazi period and by her professional socialization by the Americans in postwar Vienna (cf. McVeigh 2016: 190-222). It is noticeable that she often promotes a rejection of totalitarianism of all kinds – be it left
or right. The topic of Zeit im Funk on December 3, 1954, for example, is whether
the Italian army can be considered reliable. Bachmann reports: »Will it [the Italian army] prove reliable in an emergency – be it in armed conflict, or in the case
of a communist coup attempt? Is it really a reliable cornerstone of parliamentary
democracy, of a state with free institutions and a multi-party system that must
see any totalitarianism as treason – totalitarianism from both left and right – as
soon as it violates the provisions of the constitution?« (Bachmann 1998: 31).
From today’s point of view, the opinions of the author, who would go on to join
with writers like Günter Grass and Heinrich Böll to campaign for the election of
later German Chancellor Willy Brandt (SPD) and sympathized with his politics
(cf. 1999: 130; McVeigh 2004: 67), seem unusually conservative. It is undoubtedly
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important here to consider Ingeborg Bachmann’s entire biography and her
political development towards a more left-wing attitude in the West Germany
of the 1960s. Yet remembering that she learned radio journalism at an American
military broadcaster in the early 1950s and was influenced by the circle of the
anticommunist writer Hans Weigel at the time, makes the picture clearer and
understandable from a historical point of view (cf. McVeigh 2016: 190-222).

Die Radiofamilie [The radio family]
There are numerous legends surrounding how this radio soap about the experiences of the Austrian Floriani family in postwar Vienna came about. After all,
it was to go down in media history as one of Austria’s most successful programs
ever. The program was broadcast first every two weeks, then weekly, until 1960.
When RWR radio ceased broadcast in 1955, Die Radiofamilie was taken over by
Österreichische Rundfunk due to its enormous popularity among listeners.
According to Bachmann’s colleague at the time, Jörg Mauthe, Bachmann and he
suddenly hit upon the idea for the program while sitting in their favorite café one
day. The American German Studies expert Joseph McVeigh, who discovered the
typoscripts of the program and published them under the title Die Radiofamilie in
2011, also investigated the story of how it came about, and attributes the proposal for the Die Radiofamilie to RWR’s American radio officer at the time, William
Stricker (cf. McVeigh 2004: 62). However, says McVeigh, Stricker gave the team of
Mauthe, Bachmann, and Weiser complete freedom in creating the episodes. Peter
Weiser later recalls that the three editors were extremely conscious of the series’
educational character. »It will,« he predicted at the time,« become a political
series, without the listener realizing that that is what it is; it will be a series that
shapes society, without the listener realizing that that is what it is; and it will be
a funny series, and that will be the only thing that the listener realizes« (Weiser
1994: 26).
When it came to the topics covered, the writers were instructed that the episodes should to some extent reflect current events through the everyday lives
of this ›typically bourgeois‹ Vienna family. »Die Radiofamilie [was to] be able to
reflect small and large events of the time with a hint of irony, perhaps even pastiche: the four Allies, the Cold War, denazification, the start of reconstruction,
the gradual end of illicit trade, the emerging trading of political office, the
increasing visibility of corruption and – the consolidation of the regained Austrian identity« (Weiser 1990: 252).
The editors Jörg Mauthe, Peter Weiser, and Ingeborg Bachmann also wrote
the episodes. Eleven episodes can be attributed with certainty to Ingeborg Bachmann as the author; she collaborated with Jörg Mauthe and/or Peter Weiser on
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four more (cf. McVeigh 2011: 402-404). It is interesting to note here there the
authors were treading new journalistic ground with their series in postwar Vienna. And »so, every program, every series we came up with became an attempt to
enter uncharted political or literary territory, an expedition to as yet untouched
levels of education and entertainment« (Weiser 1982: 102).
The episodes were voiced by popular Austrian actors and directed by Walter
Davy. Die Radiofamilie consisted of Hans Floriani, a judge at the higher regional
court, his wife Vilma, and their children Helli and Wolferl. The black sheep of
the family is Uncle Guido, a former Nazi, now reformed, whose bizarre business
ideas are usually doomed to failure. He is conceived as a kind of comic figure
used to demonstrate the changes of the new era and what they mean for people’s
personal lives. His wife, Aunt Liesl, usually tries to bring him back down to earth
and talk him out of his craziest ideas (cf. McVeigh 2011: 400).

Analysis of the ›Uncle Guido‹ character
To illustrate this point, it is worth briefly quoting a scene that looks at Uncle
Guido’s views during the National Socialist period and how he sees those views
today. What makes this section of dialog so interesting is that it describes Uncle
Guido’s implied enthusiasm for ›Germanness‹ as an aberration that he himself
has now recognized and amended. At the same time, it is made clear that the
character of judge Hans Floriani, his half-brother, has always been on the ›right‹
side, because he lost his job under the Nazis and is therefore the ideal character
for the democratic listeners of the postwar era to identify with. Vilma Floriani’s
interjection that they should not talk about all that any more subtly demonstrates a behavior that was typical of the time and with which the listeners would
have been very familiar. The message appears clear: There were Austrians on
the right side (judge Floriani) and Austrians who had allowed themselves to be
seduced by the Germans (Uncle Guido). Yet this latter group have the opportunity to accept their mistake and change, as long as the ›decent‹ Austrians help
and support them. This is exactly what happens in the Floriani family, who try
again and again to lead the somewhat overexcited Uncle Guido back onto the
straight and narrow. After all, he is still family, even if he did make some political mistakes back then. As a result, social harmony is maintained, yet the right
conduct is still demonstrated. The whole thing is presented in a casual, chatty
tone, ensuring that the piece remains amusing entertainment, rather than an
educational text.
»GUIDO: (not to be deterred) There has always been something Faustian in me, a German
destiny, yes …
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HANS: Please don’t remind me about your German destiny. You know I’m sensitive about
that. Always have been.
GUIDO: (slightly hurt) Please, please, all it was is that, at the beginning, I believed that
they would sort of overcome the nihilism of the 20th Century. To be candid, how would
you have reacted if they hadn’t chucked you out in 1938? You have to admit that people
were very – how shall I put it? – open to it then, and wasn’t I one of the first to emphatically step away from it, wasn’t I? And did I ever turn my back on you all, even for a moment?
No, so…
VILMA: (resigned) Please. Just leave it. We know already.
GUIDO: But the Faustian thing, that must be allowed, in a higher sense, in a Goethe sense,
I mean.« (Bachmann 2011: 16)

At the same time, the dialog is more sophisticated than it appears at first
glance, and has more irony in it than one would expect from an entertainment
program. The fact that the author uses the philosophical term ›nihilism‹ is
unusual in itself. Guido’s claim that he was one of the »first« to »step away,« is
reminiscent of the assurances of many former Nazis who were quick to reject the
ideology when it was no longer convenient – only to prove his own incorrigibility
in the very next sentence by claiming that referring to a German cultural nation
must be »allowed.«

Conclusion
Although the authors are not named here either, Ingeborg Bachmann thus
shows herself to be a political thinking chronicler of the postwar present, who
confronts the public with ethical questions such as their behavior during the
dictatorship. This clearly demonstrates that both of the genres examined here in
which Ingeborg Bachmann worked as a journalist – as a political correspondent
delivering topical reports from Rome and as the author of an entertainment program – are really about creating a public sphere in order to give the recipients the
chance to take part in the democratic process by making decisions based on the
information available to them. However, it is also clear that the ideal of objectivity as a benchmark for reporting is forced to prove itself time and again in different periods. Even Ingeborg Bachmann as a journalist is subject to the zeitgeist:
She was involved in communicating the American view of the Cold War in Vienna
through her media pieces [5] and she reported for and in the interests of a public
service medium in Germany during the Adenauer years, which is considered a
conservative era from today’s point of view.
5

Joseph McVeigh, for example, described Die Radiofamilie as a »humoristic propaganda program« for the
USA (McVeigh 2004: 61).
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»For a journalist, keeping silent is a crime«
Russian independent media: Caught between responsibility
and wartime censorship
Abstract: It did not take long after the first Russian tanks rolled across the
border into Ukraine for the Russian government to tighten its censorship
laws. The Duma (parliament), the media supervisory authority Roskomnadzor, the Public Prosecutor’s Office, and the Ministry of Justice joined forces
to combat any media that might threaten the Kremlin’s control over how
the ›special operation‹ in Ukraine is viewed. Rushed through, the new laws
target allegedly ›false information‹ and set out both large fines and custodial sentences of up to 15 years. Numerous independent[1] media websites
were blocked, and at least 150 journalists were forced into exile by a wave of
repression. Yet their voices have not been silenced – they have found new
ways and formats, even in other languages and from other countries. How do
independent journalists manage to provide truthful, critical reporting under
conditions of wartime censorship? Which channels do they use to ask questions that the Kremlin does not want to hear, and give answers that Roskomnadzor would not allow? Where do they find scope for free reporting? How
do users get around blocks online? An insight into a media landscape divided
into two worlds: before and after February 24, 2022.
»War is peace.« As Russian rockets rained down on Ukrainian cities, the party
slogan from George Orwell’s dystopian novel resurfaced in a press release from
Roskomnadzor. On February 26, 2022, the Russian media supervisory authority banned the use of the terms ›attack,‹ ›invasion,‹ and ›declaration of war‹ to
describe the actions of the Russian army in Ukraine, threatening media outlets
1

In this paper, the term ›independent‹ refers to media that are not subject to state control.
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with fines or even closure (cf. Roskomnadzor 2022b). Alongside the »special operation,« as Russia’s invasion of its neighbor is officially referred to, the Russian
government launched another offensive on its own territory – against critical
media.

How the state has introduced wartime censorship, without
mentioning ›war‹ or ›censorship‹
Article 29 of the constitution of the Russian Federation bans propaganda and
censorship, and guarantees the right to free speech. Yet the state has introduced
de facto wartime censorship and criminalized independent reporting. The Duma
rushed through a law that punishes the »public dissemination of knowingly
false information on the deployment of the armed forces of the Russian Federation« with large fines, forced labor, or custodial sentences of up to 15 years,
depending on the specific offence [Art. 207.3, Russian Criminal Code]. According
to the government, the aims of the military campaign are to protect the interests
of the Russian Federation and its citizens, and to maintain international peace
and security. As a result, any information that deviates from official statements,
such as those from the Foreign and Defense Ministries, is considered ›false information.‹ President Putin signed the bill into law on March 4.
The Ministry of Justice then went on to expand the list of ›foreign agents‹ – a
term used in Russian to denote not just non-governmental organizations and
media, but also individual journalists, scientists, human rights defenders, and
activists who receive financial support from abroad and are politically active.
This status comes with major bureaucratic obstacles, significantly limits access
to sources of information, and is effectively stigmatization (cf. The Village 2021).
Not only the media supervisory authority, the Duma, and the Ministry of
Justice have tightened censorship – the editorial offices of state media have also
joined in. Television journalists tell of monitoring and internal investigations,
dismissals, threats, and armed security forces outside the entrances to studios
and editing rooms (cf. Borsunowa/Bablojan 2022). Such measures were ramped
up even further following the actions of Marina Ovsyannikova, an employee at
Channel One. During a live broadcast of the main evening news program Wremja,
she walked into the picture, stating in Russian that the television news is a lie,
and sending a message in English to a global audience: »Russians against war.«
Developments over the last few months have seen Russia slip right down in
the Press Freedom Index: to 155th of 180 countries, between Azerbaijan and
Afghanistan (cf. RSF 2022b). Marie Struthers, Regional Director Eastern Europe
and Central Asia at Amnesty International, spoke of »a scorched-earth strategy
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that has turned Russia’s media landscape into a wasteland« (cf. Amnesty International 2022).

Is the media landscape really turning into a »wasteland?«
It did not take long after the introduction of the new paragraphs for the specific
effects on the media landscape to become clear. On the day the war began, Roskomnadzor called on the media to base their reporting exclusively on information and data drawn from »official Russian sources« (cf. Roskomnadzor 2022a),
threatening penalties and immediate closure. However, few media acted in line
with these demands. The newspaper Novaya Gazeta, the »flagship of independent
journalism in Russia« (dekoder 2021), produced a bilingual issue in Russian and
Ukrainian on February 25, with the headline »Russia. Bombards. Ukraine.«
Shortly afterwards, the Public Prosecutor’s Office and Roskomnadzor ordered
the closure of numerous websites that had reported on civilian victims and
the shelling of cities by Russian troops in Ukraine and referred to the ›special
operation’ as an ›attack.‹ Victims of these censorship measures included the
independent television channel Dozhd (TV Rain), the oldest government-critical
radio channel Ekho Moskvy, the exile newspaper Meduza, and the Mediazona media
project, founded by activists from the punk band Pussy Riot. Websites of regional Russian media, such as the Siberian online projects Taiga.info and Ljudi Baikala [The people of Baikal], were also blocked. Access to foreign media services,
such as the BBC, Deutsche Welle, the Ukrainian online newspaper Ukrayinska
Pravda, and the Belarusian online portal Zerkalo.io, was also limited. Multiple
reporters were arrested while reporting on anti-war protests in Russian cities (cf.
RSF 2022a), while at least 150 journalists have left the country since the start of
the war (cf. Agentstwo 2022). In order to further weaken the influence of critical
voices, Roskomnadzor also took aim at social media platforms operated by the
Meta corporation: Facebook and Instagram were blocked and declared »extremist« (cf. Roskomnadzor 2022c, 2022d; Tass 2022).
On March 3, shortly before the changes took effect in the Russian Criminal
Code, Dozhd temporarily halted its programming in order to protect its staff
from prosecution. That same day, the Board of Directors voted to close down the
station, including its websites, after 32 years of operation. Novaya Gazeta initially continued reporting »under the conditions of wartime censorship« (Novaya
Gazeta 2022), with only the newsroom ceasing operations. Given the new legislation, the editorial office removed reporting from war-torn areas and abbreviated
some items, clearly noting that they had been forced into conducting this selfcensorship. Instead of the word ›war,‹ the paper used three dots in pointed brackets (<…>) or the term ›special operation‹ in inverted commas. But on March 28,
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after two warnings from Roskomnadzor, the newspaper paused operations until
the end of the war.
Since the war began, many independent media have been confronted with
even greater financial difficulties than before. Blocked websites and social media
reduced their reach, and partners and advertising customers left – a trend only
reinforced by the emerging economic crisis. On March 10, YouTube stopped the
monetarization of all video channels in Russia (cf. YouTube Help 2022). This also
had an impact on independent journalists, who now rely even more on support
from their audiences in the form of donations and digital subscriptions.
At the same time, the Kremlin’s media machinery was receiving generous support. Between January and March 2022, the government provided RUB 17.4 billion (around EUR 250 million) in funding for the state mass media – three times
more than in the same period of the previous year. Funding was RUB 11.9 billion
(around EUR 170 million) in March alone (cf. MinFin 2022). State television channels, especially Russia-1, extended the broadcast hours given over to political
talk shows, with state propaganda running on an endless loop. Given this background, it is important not to overstate the influence of independent media in
shaping public opinion in Russia. A survey conducted by the independent polling
company Levada Center in March 2022 showed that 70 percent of the population
gain most of their information from television. More than half of Russians (54
percent) trust television news, with online media and social networks trusted
much less, at 17 and 15 percent respectively (cf. Levada Center 2022). In May 2022,
53 percent of respondents considered the television coverage of events in Ukraine
to be completely (21 percent) or mostly (32 percent) objective, and only 15 percent
dismissed the television news as not being objective (see Levada Center 2022b).
Television, creating a parallel reality of the ›special operation‹ in Ukraine for its
viewers very much in line with state propagande, remains the main source for
information and reaches virtually every household.

Why critical voices are not falling silent, despite everything
So has the Russian government succeeded in taming its critics from the »small,
rebellious media scene« (Ganske-Zapf quoted in Deppe 2022)? Yes and no. On
the one hand, the Kremlin has used draconian censorship and intimidation
measures to target media and journalists that could threaten its power over
how the progress, goals, and victims of the ›special operation‹ are interpreted.
Freedom for independent media has been restricted, with the Chief Editor of
the media and science platform dekoder, Tamina Kutscher, speaking of a »worst
case scenario for media freedom in Russia« (Kutscher quoted in Gräff 2022). On
the other, the destruction of the media landscape does not mean that journalists
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who refuse to be monopolized by the state and want to continue working conscientiously, nor an audience looking for independent information, have simply
disappeared.
One way that many users are getting around Roskomnadzor’s blocks on online
content is by setting up a VPN (virtual private network) on their devices. This
type of software anonymizes online traffic, encrypts the user’s location, and thus
allows the user to access blocked websites and social networks. In March 2022,
VPN services were used by 23 percent of all Russians, including 47 percent of 18
to 24-year-olds and a third (34 percent) of 25 to 39-year-olds (cf. Levada Center
2022a). The Tor browser, best known as the gateway to the darknet, is another
method of anonymous access. With a localized internet infrastructure, Russia
»does not yet have the technical possibilities of the ›great firewall of China,‹« for
example (Haase 2022).
Although the ›beacons‹ of critical reporting are all but extinguished, the editorial offices of many government-critical media are continuing their work, paying the censorship little heed. Examples include Mediazona, the news magazines
Republic and Holod, the investigative portal The Insider, and the student magazine
Doxa.
Journalists whose media have had to cease reporting continue to publish work
on platforms that have not (yet) been banned, predominantly YouTube and Telegram. »For a journalist, keeping silent is a crime. We have to show videos from
Ukraine, tell the stories of people who are being shelled; otherwise, everyone
only sees propaganda,« says Bogdan Bakalejko of Dozhd (Bakalejko in Gorjatschewa 2022). Dozhd founder Natalya Sindeyewa, and Alexei Venediktov and Sergej
Buntman from Ekho Moskvy, are just two further examples of journalists who
operate YouTube channels.
Many veterans of the YouTube scene are also very popular with audiences.
Journalists and bloggers Yuri Dud [2] and Ilya Varlamov[3] have published multiple
interviews, features, and documentary films since the start of the war, giving
some of them multilingual subtitles in order to reach an audience outside the
Russian-speaking world. Yuri Dud’s interview with author and scientist Boris
Akunin, for example, has been watched 24 million times (Dud 2022). Videos on
the channel of politician and blogger Maxim Katz [4], who has been publishing
brief analyses with English subtitles, an objective tone, and sharp words on a
daily basis since the war began, have also had millions of clicks. The Redakzija [5]
channel from former television journalist Alexey Pivovarov reaches between two
and seven million users with its weekly reviews and reportages. The YouTube
2
3
4
5

https://www.youtube.com/vdud (10 million subscribers, date: 8 May 2022)
https://www.youtube.com/ivarlamov (3.49 million subscribers, date: 8 May 2022)
https://www.youtube.com/maxkatz1 (1.37 million subscribers, date: 8 May 2022)
https://www.youtube.com/Редакция (3.14 million subscribers, date: 8 May 2022)
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podcast Skazhi Gordeevoy [6] , produced by journalist Katerina Gordeeva, whose
interviews reach up to seven million viewers, has become one of the most impor
tant platforms for discussion. Since the beginning of March, she has provided
a platform for voices from science, politics, journalism, and culture: figures as
diverse as Chief Editor of Novaya Gazeta and Nobel laureate Dmitry Muratov,
sociologist Grigori Judin, exiled actor Chulpan Khamatova, and member of the
Duma Elena Drapeko, who refers to the Russian invasion of Ukraine as a »preventative strike.«
As media producers began to emigrate from Russia, state boundaries in
journalism became blurred. Russian exile journalism is becoming increasingly
important. The author and former Chief Editor of Dozhd, Mikhail Zygar, who
moved to Berlin at the start of the war, has written a column in Der Spiegel since
March. The journalist Marina Ovsyannikova, who left Russia after her anti-war
protest on state television, began reporting as a freelance correspondent for
WELT in April. Exiled journalists from the suspended Novaya Gazeta have set up
the multilingual newspaper Novaya Gazeta. Europa, whose first print edition was
published in Latvia on May 6.

Summary
February 24, 2022, divided the lives of many independent journalists in Russia
into ›before‹ and ›after.‹ Russia’s military attack on its neighbor brought with it a
massive wave of media repression in Russia. The above examples of how free journalism is standing up to this repression show two things: Firstly, independent
voices do not fall silent, but instead find new ways to express themselves, even, or
indeed especially, in times in which speaking out is difficult, but staying silent
even more so. Secondly, these examples show that attempting to describe the
Russian media landscape with categories like ›state propaganda‹ and ›repression
of government critics‹ undoubtedly fails to go far enough. It is useful to look at
what is possible in journalism that is independent of the state. Russian journalists are increasingly giving their YouTube videos multilingual subtitles, writing
for Western media, and appearing as experts. The online platform dekoder.org is
just one of those making their voices accessible to a German audience. The portal
translates analyses, reportages, and interviews from independent media in Russia, places them within a social and political context, and thus fills gaps in indepth knowledge specific to Russia. Paradoxically, the more actively the Kremlin
attempts to gag the journalists, the louder and more important their voices become – even across national borders and cultural and language barriers.
6 https://www.youtube.com/skazhigordeevoy (1.08 million subscribers, date: 8 May 2022)
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The problem with pictures
Source analysis and fact-checking in a time of war
Abstract: In a hybrid war, photos and especially videos become a weapon in
themselves – used to secure air supremacy over (digital) discussions and
cause people to assume and think the ‘right’ thing. To achieve this, image
material is mercilessly falsified. That is nothing new: Stalin did it, and now
Putin is too. Day in, day out, we journalists receive images from combat
zones in Ukraine, without knowing whether they are authentic or have been
manipulated. It is our job to find out, conducting analysis that takes both
time and basic knowledge of image forensics. There are many testing tools
and platforms for this. But many of those working in journalism are unsure
about what exactly these tools look at and how to interpret the findings they
produce. This situation has changed little since the row over the analysis of
satellite images from the Russian Defense Ministry by the British platform
Bellingcat in summer 2015 (cf. Higgins 2021: 90-141). At a press conference on
July 21, 2014, the Russian Defense Ministry showed two satellite photos as evidence that Malaysia Airlines flight MH17 was shot down by Ukrainian rocket
launchers on July 17, 2014. Having conducted forensic examination of these
photos, the Bellingcat analysts were able to prove that they had been manipulated (cf. Welchering 2015b). This debate arose in part because some journalists had misjudged the significance of the Bellingcat analysis. That is why a
basic knowledge of source analysis and image forensics methods is so important. Image forensics and source analysis cannot convict war criminals – but
they can be used to research initial indications of when and where a crime was
committed. And it is vital that people are warned against the error of relying
solely on a reverse image search to detect manipulation of videos and photos.
This paper examines these problem areas, as well as the urgent need to incorporate these research methods into journalistic training at all levels.
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On April 3, 2022, many editorial offices and image forensics experts, including
in Germany, found themselves working on a Sunday. Media in Germany had
received a video from Bucha, a small town just outside Kyiv that had been occupied by Russian forces a few weeks earlier. The video showed dead bodies in the
streets.
The troops had taken over the town in late February and left again in late
March. The video showed people who had been shot, their hands tied behind
their backs. Ukrainian forces had filmed the images while on patrol in Bucha.
They accused the Russian soldiers of having committed war crimes there. The
Kremlin denied the allegations, claiming first that the images were fake, and
later that they were staged.
The video shows dead people. But a video like this cannot tell us who killed
them. It is one person’s word against another. The Ukrainian government blames
Russian troops; the Kremlin blames Ukrainian troops. But first things first: On
April 3, the question is, is the video real or fake?
Answering this question usually means checks on three levels. The first is to
search for other videos or photos online that show the same scene – in this case,
the bodies on the streets of Bucha.
The second stage is a plausibility check. Does the weather seen on the video
match the weather conditions in the alleged location at the time the video was
filmed (as seen in the metadata)? Weather documentation platforms like https://
www.wunderground.com/history and the search engine https://www.wolframalpha.com/ can help here. An analysis of the sun’s position and the way the shade
falls can help to home in on the time of recording, and can be conducted very
easily with tools such as www.suncalc.org, www.Findmyshadow.com and www.
shadowcalculator.eu.
The third stage is more detailed. It involves looking at the clothing, including
the uniforms, seen in the images. Are there any special features? Do these uniforms match the usual uniforms or work clothes? The vehicles seen in the images
are identified. In the case of military vehicles, the vehicle types seen are compared with official information from the Defense Ministry in question.
Talking to military advisors and researching on blogs on military topics are
also useful approaches. Where videos have sound, language comparison and
analysis are important. Translators are essential here. Simply working with transcription and translation programs is not enough – these services can be useful
for a first impression, but no more than that.
Journalists conducting research in this field receive an enormous amount of
support from private individuals, who film videos, take photos, and are available
to answer questions. This enables German journalists to ask very specific questions on the orientation of satellite images and maps of the area generated from
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them, without leaving the comfort of their desks. Often, this even allows the
two-source principle to be applied. [1]
In some cases, research inquiries like this on the ground have succeeded in
correcting exaggerations or incorrect information from the Ukrainian authorities. In others, additional image material could be obtained directly from people
in the combat area (cf. Stahnke 2022). Needless to say, all principles of informant
protection need to be adhered to when processing and using this material. Military authorities on both sides try to prevent photos and videos that are unfavorable to them from getting into the hands of independent journalists in the West
(cf. Welchering/Kloiber 2017).

Who betrayed us? Metadata!
Where material from sources like this is to be published, it is a good idea to
»grab« the video in question, i.e. effectively to re-record it on your own computer
so that security authorities and activist groups can only find the metadata of the
media house publishing it, not the original data. Of course, it is important to be
transparent about this informant protection measure.
After all, if not, a metadata analysis would lead to incorrect conclusions. A
metadata analysis is usually used to determine data such as the time of recording, an approximate time of processing, the camera type used, and sometimes
even the aperture chosen. Tools for this are provided by fotoforensics.com, the
image verification assistant mever.iti.gr/forensics, metadata2go.com, and Jeffrey’s Exif Viewer at exif.regex.info.
Of course, this metadata can only be used for source analysis if it is taken
directly from the original file. This is not always the case – a fact that can easily
be overlooked by editorial offices who examine files too fleetingly. [2]
If the metadata passes the plausibility tests, this is often enough for the image
or video to be approved for use in reporting. When doubts remain, image forensics is the next step. With journalistic fact checkers often out of their depth here,
it is a good idea to consult professional image forensics experts, whose role is to
check for features such as picture noise and color defects in the material. Other
aspects examined include typical interpolation patterns in the colors, block artefacts caused by compression, and image defects, especially in the lighting.

1

2

It is important to include sufficient informant protection measures at the planning stage. For example, I
conduct video conferences with informants on the ground in well-secured conference rooms provided by
the company Visavid. Confidential information is exchanged in encrypted internet relay chats via the Tor
network.
Examining image material using a hexadecimal editor can be extremely enlightening, revealing file structures and often even the conditions under which the image was created.
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This leads to a specific noise component in the photographic image. This noise
component is relatively stable across multiple images from a specific cell phone
or DSLR camera, but varies from model to model. Today, there are even reference
noise patterns for the various camera models, which can be compared with the
noise signal of the photo being examined.
This allows researchers not only to check which camera model was used to take
the photo, but also whether there are deviations in the noise component caused
by image editing programs like Photoshop. A color examination further underpins the method.
The sensors of a digital camera only measure brightness; it is the color filter
field that gives the video its color. The color values are calculated from brightness
and temperature values – a process known in the trade as interpolation. The
pattern of brightness and color temperature values can provide indications of
subsequent processing.

Additional material as a second source
There were other videos from Bucha, distributed on various channels of the messenger service Telegram. According to information from the Ukrainian Ministry
of Defense, the location in which the images were taken was also quickly confirmed through a combination of geolocalization services and consulting and
comparing the relevant material from Google Maps.
All cases of video material examined here, from Bucha on April 3, are of Yablunska Street in Bucha. The weather visible in the video taken by the Ukrainian
patrol – it is raining – matches that reported by the weather services. The video
originated from April 1, as confirmed by the metadata analysis.
The video was uncut, and no pixels had been moved or added. The brightness
and color temperature values were consistent. There was therefore no indication
that the video was fake.
Image analysis like this cannot uncover who committed the crimes. That is
ultimately the job of investigators on the ground. However, matching video
images with satellite data can provide evidence of the time of the crime, or at
least a possible time corridor.
This was also the approach taken by colleagues from the New York Times (cf.
Browne et al. 2022), who viewed images from the satellite company Maxar, taken
of Bucha on February 28 and March 19, 2022. On the images from February 28,
the streets are clear. On March 19, corpses can be seen. That means that the bodies were already on the street by March 19, but were not yet there on February 28.
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This allows the conclusion to be drawn that the bodies arrived on Yablunska
Street during the Russian occupation and not, as the Russian Defense Ministry
argued, after Russian troops left on March 30, 2022.
The New York Times journalists then compared the satellite images directly
with the video images in order to find out whether the bodies seen on Maxar’s
satellite images are the same ones seen on the video taken by the Ukrainian
patrol on April 1.
This is done with two screens or a split screen. In this case, the video images
are on the left-hand side of the screen, and the satellite photos on the right. The
video is taken from a vehicle moving along the road, with bodies seen to the left
and right.
The locations in which these bodies were found were then compared with the
bodies seen on the satellite images, based on the positions of buildings, cars and
other wreckage. All the bodies on the satellite images could be matched to those
on the videos.
However, the videos show more bodies than are seen on the satellite images.
And of course, the videos show more gruesome details, such as corpses with their
hands tied, burned body parts, and people who have been shot in the head.
Most satellite companies provide images with a resolution of more than ten
centimeters. Only military satellites can manage a resolution of less than four
centimeters. Video images taken on the ground of course provide many more
details for analysis.

Even satellite images can lie
Needless to say, the satellite images also need to be checked for authenticity.
Satellite material provided by governments must always be seen as problematic
and subjected to plausibility tests accordingly. Raw material purchased directly
from commercial service providers is considered much more trustworthy.
In connection with the events in Bucha, Russian authorities published videos
intended to suggest that the patrol was staged with actors and the people seen in
the video were not dead at all.
In one video, it was claimed, a body lying at the side of the road stood up once
the patrol had passed by. In other words, it was not a dead body, but a living
person. Closer inspection showed that the wing mirror of the vehicle had been
filmed, i.e. the person at the side of the road was seen in the wing mirror.
In recording these images, the camera scanned from left to right and back
again repeatedly. This created the impression that the person’s clothing, at least,
moved slightly. But this is an optical illusion created by the multiple scanning
motions.
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A second video, the Russians claim, shows a body lying at the side of the road
waving to the vehicle as it passes by. However, examining the video frame by
frame, video by video, does not reveal this. What it does reveal is a dot on the
windscreen, probably a raindrop.
These manipulated videos are of course not suitable as evidence – yet all
sides still continue to use material that has been manipulated like this. When
manipulation is uncovered, the reaction is often extremely robust, with source
analysts and fact checkers often having to swallow a great deal of abuse and even
threats. [3]
Generally speaking, using methods of source analysis and image forensics to
examine material from war zones fulfills two purposes. Firstly, it makes it possible to clarify whether or not the video material is fake. If not, a team of investigators must be sent to the location, as something that needs clarification really
has happened. Secondly, comparing satellite images with videos filmed on the
ground allows rough time corridors to be determined in which the alleged war
crimes were committed. However, it is important to remember that these fin
dings are of limited scope.

Time pressure is the enemy of analysis
Despite this, readers and viewers often expect much more. Journalists need the
courage to put their analyses into context and be precise in outlining the range of
evidence. Unfortunately, they do not always succeed. In some cases, this may be
because methods of source analysis and image forensics for research are not sufficiently taught in journalistic training at any level.
Bild-TV recently delivered a typical example of failure to conduct sufficient analysis in advance. On February 24, at the start of the Russian attack on
Ukraine, the broadcaster showed old images, including of a deployment of para
troopers, in its reporting on Russian attacks. The image material was actually
of a military exercise from 2014 and did not show any hostile action against
Ukraine.
Bild-TV corrected its error. However, its reporting was criticized on social
media as »Western fake news,« with the journalists involved accused of delibe
rately propagating false information.

3

I have often been asked in recent weeks whether working on fact checking like this puts a great strain on
me, or is perhaps even damaging in the long term. I have always responded with three relevant aspects: It
is very important to talk to colleagues about the things with which one is confronted in this work. Just as
important is taking time to reflect on what this journalistic work is doing to you at the moment. Thirdly, an
occasional supervision is a good idea. Personal protection is also often enough to give a sense of security.
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In cases like this, people often do not even make the effort to look at the metadata available on the video files. Arguments are fired out under enormous time
pressure. Yet the fundamental causes of this kind of error often lie somewhere
else entirely.
The first step is often a failure to provide sufficient research training to trainees, with many of those responsible for providing training at media houses no
longer seeing research on the ground as important. Even many of the extremely
numerous journalism courses at universities pay little heed to methods of source
analysis and image forensics. It is easy to get the impression that the majority
believes reverse image searching to make these research methods unnecessary. [4]

More training needed
This discussion has been bubbling away at all levels of journalistic training
for more than 20 years now. Initially, it was solely about the training time and
costs that would have to be spent on teaching appropriately substantial research
expertise. But it soon expanded.
As it became clear that research skills on the ground were increasingly being
lost, replaced by the so-called »investigative« units set up in many media houses,
speakers at various conferences and events on journalistic training began to
argue that methods of source analysis and image forensics should only be used
within these departments (cf. Welchering 2021).
These departments, however, were happy with the very one-sided approach to
reverse image searching taught by Google Fellows. After all, it was cheaper than
a comprehensive analysis, bringing in external image forensics experts, or training your own staff in this field.
When conducting reverse image searching for the current war in Ukraine in
particular, it would have been very useful to use not just the search machines
usually chosen – such as Google and tineye.com – but also the Russian search
engine Yandex.com. Yet since so many editorial offices offer little more training
than a brief introduction to Google’s search engine, journalists are often simply
not aware of the other search engines and the tools they offer.
The war in Ukraine has triggered a level of hype in Germany about analyzing
images and videos. Yet this hype should not mask the fact that many people
simple do not possess fundamental skills and expertise in source criticism and
image forensics.
4 Patrik Baab draws attention to this, highlighting the insufficiencies of this kind of Google search: »Another
major barrier to research, however, is the hidden and untransparent influence of programmed algorithms
on the public communication and journalistic search process. After all, the data is edited by the search
algorithms, resulting in a modifiable selection« (Baab 2022: 211).).
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It is therefore no wonder that it was journalists from the New York Times who
conducted and published the revealing comparison of video material with
satellite images on the events in Bucha. Only then was this source analysis
method also discussed in German media.

A long tradition of false flag videos
Colleagues from the Neue Zürcher Zeitung (NZZ) were also quick to report on ›false
flag‹ videos, published by the Russians on various online platforms even before
the attack on Ukraine on February 24, 2022. The videos claimed to show attacks
by Ukraine on Russia (cf. Jacot-Descombes 2022, Zellweger 2022). History tells us
that this kind of narrative about attacks can easily be used to justify a war.
Various videos show Ukrainian soldiers in armored vehicles moving into
Russian territory, with claims that this frontier violation took place close to
Luhansk.
By comparing the plants, tank barriers, and buildings seen in the video with
satellite images, fact checkers from Bellingcat were able to confirm that the
images were filmed close to Luhansk – but in the pro-Russian separatist area,
not on Russian territory.
In other videos, the armored vehicles can be seen in more detail, making it
easy to recognize the precise model – one that cannot be found in the Ukrainian
military inventory. There must therefore be significant doubt as to whether the
Ukrainian army even owns or has ever driven this kind of vehicle. That would
indicate that the images were staged.
The NZZ researchers hold up another video as an example: Shown on a
pro-Russian Telegram channel on February 18, 2022, it claims to show how
apparently Polish-speaking saboteurs tried to blow up a chlorine tank in the
Donbas region on that day.
When investigating the video’s metadata, the researchers came across embedded audio files from a YouTube video from 2010, in which the sound of explosions is heard. These audio files with explosions in the background had been
copied into the video from February 18, 2022. The metadata also showed that the
video was filmed on February 8, 2022 – ten days before the sabotage was alleged
to have occurred.
We in Germany often find this kind of research difficult. One of the reasons undoubtedly lies in the way we train journalists. [5] An example: The basic
5

As much as I criticize the situation in journalistic training here, there are of course also developments
that give cause for optimism. Examples include the regular monthly research meeting held by the
Wissenschaftspressekonferenz since summer 2020, and the hybrid seminar series on research at the
Journalisten-Akademie in Munich. For transparency, it should be noted that I am involved in both projects.
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seminars for trainees and lateral entrants at newspapers offered by the Journa
listen-Akademie Stuttgart began teaching methods of image forensics and
source analysis in 2010, investing a great deal of time in the topic. Of course,
there were repeated calls to reduce this, in order to spend more time on topics
like search engine optimization (cf. Welchering 2015a). For eight years, the Managing Director of the Journalisten-Akademie managed to hold firm against this
restriction of research training. When she retired, her successor replaced the field
with topics like social media production for Instagram, and later TikTok and
related platforms. [6]
This undoubtedly has an impact on our journalistic discussions on topic selection. The meeting of Russia’s National Security Council on February 21, 2022, for
example, was claimed to have been broadcast live on Russian state television at
5 p.m. Moscow time. Colleagues in the UK in particular immediately doubted
that the broadcast was live – a look at the often very large faces of the expensive
watches of the meeting’s participants showed that the allegedly ›live‹ images
had been recorded at 12:46 Moscow time. German media were very late to report
this. [7]
If we are unable to agree on a basis of methodological expertise and how to
teach it in journalistic training, it will become increasingly difficult to counteract this kind of propagandist video with precise clarification of the situation (cf.
Schiffer 2021, esp. p. 90ff.).

Over the last few years, collaboration with colleagues from ProRecherche e.V. has shown that journalists are
certainly very interested in methods of source analysis and image forensics, but that the media houses they
work for are reluctant to pay for training in the field. However, demand for this kind of content in journalistic training is usually driven not by those working in the engine room of journalism, but by managers at
media houses and officials at associations. It would be well worth conducting an empirical investigation
into the extent to which this distorts the choice of topics.
6 This development led to me resigning as a lecturer at the Journalisten-Akademie Stuttgart at the end of
2018, after 24 years of teaching. Reasons of professional ethics and media policy meant that I could no
longer support the neglect of journalistic principles, especially systems of research. As far back as 2001, in
seminars I held at the then Axel-Springer-Schule in Berlin, it became clear that those responsible were not
particularly interested in teaching source analysis methods. I left that job for that reason. In contrast, this
research topic has become an increasing focus of some university-based training programs in Germany and
Switzerland in recent years. A quantitative analysis, however, remains but a wish.
7 Discussions with colleagues on the allegedly live report on Russian state television really stick in my mind.
At best, the colleagues were flabbergasted that simply zooming in on the image around the watch faces
could reveal so quickly that the images were recorded. Others disputed that such a simple method was all
it took to back up such a far-reaching assertion with evidence. After all, they said, this accuses Russian state
television of having produced a fake. Discussion of the topic was adjourned. A little while later, Kremlin
spokesperson Dmitry Peskov confirmed that the program on Russian state television on the meeting of
the Security Council had been a recording. This is undoubtedly of little significance in the context of the
war, but it does demonstrate the atmosphere that often prevails when source analysis processes and the
analysis of image content are discussed in German journalism. The work involved, and the methodological
approaches behind it, are often held in little esteem. This makes the work significantly more difficult.
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On myths of solidarity and the logic of war
Media as the focus of political media strategies
The Russian army officially marched into Ukraine on February 24, 2022. Since
then, a terrible war has played out there in plain sight. A war that is taking place
on our own continent, with countless victims, bringing with it war crimes and
a wartime economy, destroyed infrastructure, mercenary forces, militias, dead
civilians, rape – like any war.
Through the media, we see the war in Ukraine in detail and up close – not like
any war. Not like the war in Yemen, in Western Sahara, in Ethiopia, Columbia,
Kashmir, or anywhere else. And the refugees from the world’s various conflict
zones also attract differing levels of empathy – not from those helping on the
ground, but from policymakers.
The unequal treatment of different groups of refugees is now the subject of
critique in the media, in its role as the fourth estate. Yet when it comes to the
media’s own role in the war, its position is less neutral. Most media do not expose
double standards in the way terrible wars are treated – they practice them themselves. The outrage is understandable yet, after two months of war, newsrooms
at home can and must at least ask questions about the possible consequences
of political spirals of escalation. What options are there for preventing a Third
World War? Instead, those who do not offer analyses of military strategy are
immediately vilified as pacifists.
Instead of playing the role of a monitoring authority, many media appear to
have chosen the role of a party in that war. In times of war, media are targeted as
a vehicle for propaganda (cf. Schiffer 2021, Chapter 3). This is exactly why it is so
essential that they fulfil their role in society: putting a greater focus on their true
task and particular role as reporters, not taking sides, but instead exposing the
claims and manipulations of the naïve and powerful in the media and on social
media platforms.
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Double standards replace a search for the truth
Truth dies long before the war. Highlighting the development towards this is
sometimes considered relativization in itself. In this environment, how can
media fulfil their role of examining claims and critically putting them into context? The fact that everyone involved in a war conducts propaganda in order to
gain the allegiance of their own followers and the solidarity of others is nothing
new (cf. Zollmann 2017).
There can be no war propaganda without lies about the war. The key is to
expose them – on all sides.
Russian President Vladimir Putin wants the world to believe that Russia’s aim
was to prevent genocide in Eastern Ukraine. The introduction of the idea of a
»preemptive strike,« which was propagated by American President George W.
Bush to legitimize the Iraq war in 2003 and has since entered standard wartime
rhetoric, appears significant here. As this Bush doctrine is the subject of debate
among experts in international law, it requires consultation with the Security
Council at the very least. After all, »preventative strikes« (and indeed »liquidation«) on suspicion do not exist under the rule of law.
It is this Bush-style erosion of international law that Putin is now invoking.
The blueprint came from the spurious justification provided for the West’s wars
in Iraq and Yugoslavia, the latter of which instigated the true ›historical turning
point‹ in Europe after the Second World War. Bosnia and ultimately the war in
Kosovo, with the secession of Kosovo and the redrawing of borders in the Balkans, were the first violation of the Helsinki Accords of 1975.
One consequence of the war in Kosovo was the NATO doctrine of 1999, which
has since taken the German army into numerous wars and represents a new
world war order that is often underestimated. It sets out three reasons for war:
»humanitarian intervention,« »migration movements,« and »securing resources.« Although this does not justify Putin’s actions, conversely, it demands that
everyone critically review this misdirection of modern history and, ideally, correct it. If the International Court of Justice in the Hague is to maintain justice
and its own credibility, removing itself from any accusation of double standards,
Putin’s war crimes must be prosecuted alongside those of George W. Bush, Tony
Blair, and many others.
Instead of the media putting these questions of international law into context
and exposing the double standards of one-sided and interest-led outrage, many
choose to join in the frenzy of celebration of Russia’s potential exclusion from
the interpretive communities – without demanding the same standards in other
cases. There have never been calls for sanctions against the USA or UK.
The role of the media would be to remind people that there is a background to
the war in Ukraine. At the very least, this includes the following moments (the
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failure to report on these was criticized by the ARD Programming Committee in
2014; cf. Daniljuk 2014):
• The EU’s 2014 attempt to detach Ukraine from Russia through an Association Agreement, which sounded the death knell for the skeptical, elected
government of Victor Yanukovych.
• The USA’s unilateral withdrawal from the INF Treaty on arms control in
2019 (executed by then President Donald Trump and not corrected by current President Joe Biden).
• The failure to implement or to continue demanding adherence to the Minsk
II agreement.
• Regular NATO maneuvers in Eastern Europe and the revelation of the training camp close to Lviv in Ukraine.
• The rejection of Russia’s offer to NATO of negotiations in December 2021, in
order to agree mutual security guarantees.
If this list appears one-sided, that is because it focuses on what is missing
from the public debate. Only if the deficiencies in the reporting and comment
pieces are rectified can the analysis be on solid ground. After all, if the analysis
is wrong, the potential solutions will also be wrong. Alternatives need to be
discussed. Media need to open up and broaden the space for discourse, instead
of working towards narrowing it. What might options for negotiations look
like? How can the suggestive dualism – that there is no gap between delivering
weapons on the one hand and doing nothing on the other – be debunked (cf.
Schiffer 2022b)? Of course, the same goes for this war as for every war: At the end
of the war there are always negotiations that nobody wanted to hold before the
war – after so many dead and destroyed lives.

Shifts in discourse
The refusal to provide analysis can also be interpreted as strategic communication – as a form of war propaganda, be it deliberate or accidental. It would not
be the first time that Europe had (apparently accidentally) slipped into war and
the media was too late to ask itself what part they themselves might have played,
as they did after the war in Yugoslavia (cf. Beham 2001, Jaecker 2003, Scheufele
2005, Gritsch 2009, 2016; Becker 2016).
Analysis and critique of today’s propaganda is quickly put down as ›cozying up
to Putin.‹ But the mutual threat is real, as is the mistrust, and the gradual edging
towards the limits that make a nuclear attack more likely. In debates on Twitter
and on talk shows, those who attempt to highlight the multilayered reasons
behind the war are villainized as ›relativizers,‹ ›Putin understanders,‹ purveyors
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of ›whataboutery,‹ or even ›conspiracy theorists.‹ Newsrooms can only know
what is actually the case once they have conducted research – not before.
Some of the analysis would need to examine the extent to which the story
is really about Ukraine and the Ukrainians at all, or to which they have simply
become a pawn on the chessboard of international geopolitics. Perhaps the story
is about abuse and a proxy war that could also become an economic war – with
Germany in the spotlight.
It is quite possible that the rejection of Russia’s offers of negotiations in
December 2021 indicate that the true conflict is a very different one. Putin
voiced his demands for mutual security guarantees to NATO. As a result, the
current options for action and negotiation lie at the level of NATO and Russia.
Those who want to silence the guns will need to resolve the true conflict that lies
beneath – as Johan Galtung never tires of demanding. So why is no-one calling
for negotiations between NATO and Russia? Or do we simply not hear of these
calls in the media?
Admittedly, this would be a not unproblematic dimension under international
law, as it raises NATO up to the level of a sovereign state. But the war forces us
all to reflect. This needs to be the subject of discussion – just like the question
of whether or not to narrow the debate to weapons supply. It is therefore essential – and this would be the role of the media as the fourth estate in addition
to the other debates mentioned that have not been had – to ask who it was that
wanted this war, or at least accepted the risk of it? After all, failing to talk about
all these options indicates a lack of desire to end the slaughter. Who is benefitting? Certainly not Germany and Europe.
It is implied that relevant discussions and offers of negotiations have already
taken place. Some are even talking of appeasement of Putin – a popular comparison with the Nazi era. The true conflict around security interests and the violation of half-hearted commitments, as well as the withdrawal from real disarmament agreements, are not addressed.
Omitting key facts has always been a core aspect of propaganda. In strategic
communication, policymakers leave out relevant facts in their arguments. The
role of the media should be to highlight precisely this. One example is the German Chancellor’s speech on February 27, which simply ignored the »historical
turning point« that was 1999 and spoke of the attack on Ukraine as the »first
war« in post-war Europe. [1]

1

NATO’s involvement in the war in the Balkans and the German army’s first deployment in the Kosovo war
in 1999 radically changed the post-war order. The new NATO doctrine, which these actions made possible
and implemented, clearly paves the way for possible military interventions outside its own territory (cf.
https://www.nato.int/docu/pr/1999/p99-065d.htm).
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Language and propaganda
Concentrating solely on Putin – demonizing and pathologizing him – provides
a distraction from analyzing the situation and is a transparent part of war propaganda in line with Arthur Ponsonby (cf. Morelli 2014). It is worth remembering
his ten principles of propaganda – many of which may be frighteningly familiar:
• We don’t want war!
• The opponent is solely responsible for the war!
• The leader of the enemy camp is demonized.
• We are defending a noble goal and not special interests!
• The enemy is deliberating committing atrocities; if we make mistakes, it is
not intentional.
• The enemy is using forbidden weapons.
• We are suffering small losses; the enemy’s losses are significant.
• Recognized cultural figures and academics support our cause.
• Our cause has something holy about it.
• Anyone who doubts our propaganda is working for the enemy and therefore
a traitor!
With weapons now euphemistically referred to as capabilities or heavy material,
solidarity has morphed into weapons supply. Even the term help for Ukraine is now
largely understood to mean arms. A few voices occasionally and cautiously ask
about the danger of prolonging the killing and dying, but the focus seems to lie
on victory and the »destruction of Russia,« as German Foreign Minister Annalena Baerbock once put it – in contrast to the views of some military experts, who
are more likely to caution moderation. Anyone who warns of the logic of war and
a spiral of escalation is quickly dismissed as one of Putin’s trolls; in other words,
a traitor. The result is a coherent system of wartime propaganda. As George W.
Bush put it: You’re either with us (and the war) or against us.
A glance at the history of media reception and depiction of acts of war a posteriori could help newsrooms to detect mechanisms even a priori. The last time
that there were so many calls for solidarity was in the war in Afghanistan, which
was not allowed to be referred to as a ›war‹ for a long time either. The war should
be welcomed out of solidarity for women, girls, and, ultimately, soldiers, the
argument went. It was necessary for »humanitarian« reasons (cf. Schiffer 2022a).
How much remained of the solidarity that policymakers had preached for 20
years became clear last winter, when the people in Afghanistan were abandoned.
It would be wonderful to see more newsroom staff remembering the strategic
communication approach, so that they can spot it better next time (cf. Schiffer
2021).
Narrowing the examination of war mandates to a simple yes or no question is
in itself war propaganda, the road paved with omissions. The peace movement
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is notoriously ignored – constantly criticizing negative developments, but not
listened to until asked to talk about the consequences of the political failures
afterwards. Every year, newsrooms leave enormous potential for constructive
peace journalism untapped when they fail to report on the Kassel Friedensratschlag – the annual meeting of the German peace movement. Nor has there
been any critical coverage of the long-postponed transition to alternative energies, outside the environmental and peace movement. After all, it is the question
of resources that remains the key reason for war in the future.
Euphemistic terms cover up what the issue is really about. ›Energy security‹
sounds about as good as ›hazard prevention‹ – especially when what is really
meant is control and perhaps even war. In Mali, the so-called ›stabilization mission‹ does not sound very different from Putin’s ›special operation‹ in Ukraine.
Perhaps we also remember the ›surgical operations‹ during the bombardment of
Baghdad. These euphemisms are spin – they shine a positive light on the issue
at hand, in order to gloss over the unpleasant sides of all wars: mercenaries,
destroyed infrastructure, militias, dead civilians. This kind of spin needs to be
uncovered for what it really is: war propaganda in the worst Orwellian sense.
As George Orwell did not put it, war is solidarity. One only has to listen to
the debates among journalists, for example on WDR-Presseclub on April 24, 2022.
There is no scrutiny of the premise that anyone warning against supplying arms
is lacking in solidarity and deserting the people of Ukraine – further déjà-vu
from the Afghanistan war.

A war always includes a war of images and media.
A constant stream of horrific images and heroic stories emotionalizes the conflict and frames those reflecting on it as heartless for steering clear of the heavily
armed solidarity spin. The photos from Bucha became a label, a tool of war propaganda, long before any independent investigation could take place. Even if the
images are not fake, like those in Rugovo [2] and Racak in the Yugoslav Wars of the
1990s, there can be no doubt about their use for propaganda purposes.
Strategically published satellite images are another aspect of the war of images. It is vital that journalists always check whether leaks might be strategic. Once
again, much of this checking is being undertaken by Bellingcat – an organization
that had already been uncovered as an untrustworthy source by Der Spiegel during the Ukraine crisis of 2014 (cf. Bidder 2015), but is now accepted as a source
by media once again. The fact checking genre is only using a small part of its
2

Cf. WDR story »Es begann mit einer Lüge« [It started with a lie] and my piece on the déjà vu compared to
the Yugoslav Wars: https://www.heise.de/tp/features/Blaupausen-fuer-die-Ukraine-6527247.html?seite=all
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potential to uncover the lies of war. Another part is itself at risk of becoming a
stage for war PR.
Deutsche Welle has already uncovered the first fakes among the heroic stories
coming out of Ukraine. [3] All in all, however, there appears to be little awareness
of the fact that all sides in a war always operate war propaganda and use any
means possible, from censorship to soft power. [4] While the NATO headquarters
in the EU, the East StratCom Task Force (cf. Bonse 2021) [5], »enlightens« journalists on Russian misinformation, the Ukrainian Ministry of Foreign Affairs registers under FARA in the USA, thus confirming the involvement of American PR
agencies (cf. Becker/Beham 2008). [6]
While Russia bans the use of the word ›war,‹ expels NGOs, and closes down
independent media, »enemy broadcasters« such as RT and Sputnik are banned
at EU level, even though the EU is not legally responsible for media outlets (cf.
Bonse 2022a; ibid. 2022b). Google informs website operators that they will be
excluded from Google Ads revenue if their reporting does not toe the line (cf.
https://journalistik.online/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/GOOGLE_-Wichtiger-Hinweis_-Aktualisierung-zur-Ukraine.html). These are transgressions of
media law that could have far-reaching consequences. Another example is the
detention of Wikileaks founder Julian Assange, who exposed war crimes – while
the war criminals remain unchallenged, with not a single prosecution or even
investigation.
While in Russia, only state media are now allowed to report the view of the
Kremlin, many Western media are currently degrading themselves to the role
of a party in that war – after all, they consider themselves ›on the right side of
history.‹ Yet if there is one lesson we should learn from history, it is humility.
As Egon Bahr, the architect of the Ostpolitik under German Chancellor Willy
Brandt, once said to a group of school students: »International politics is never

3

Deutsche Welle (2022): Faktencheck. Warum diese militärischen Erfolge der Ukraine nicht echt sind. [Fact
check: Why these military success in Ukrain are not real.] In: dw.de (14.04.2022) https://www.dw.com/
de/faktencheck-warum-diese-milit%C3%A4rischen-erfolge-der-ukraine-nicht-echt-sind/a-61473133
(25.04.2022)
4 As Jan Jessen reported on the start of the war from Ukraine, many depictions do not match his experiences (e.g. in relation to a bombardment of Kyiv) and he describes the limited access; for example, he is not
allowed to travel to the Donbass, in order to report from there (cf. https://www.nrz.de/region/niederrhein/
live-talk-ueber-ukraine-nrz-reporter-schildert-eindruecke-id234914307.html).
5 Nobel Peace Prize laureate the European Union struggles to be a cradle of peace. Internally, it cultivates the image of a peace project. Externally, the “border protection agency” is committing military-style human rights violations at the EU’s external border. Viewed from this perspective, cooperation with NATO (as a consequence of the Ukraine crisis in 2014) is merely the next logical step – just
like the geopolitical interests behind the Strategic Compass. (www.consilium.europa.eu/de/press/
press-releases/2022/03/21/a-strategic-compass-for-a-stronger-eu-security-and-defence-in-the-next-decade).
6 14. März 2022: Kaczmarek, Lukas Jan – Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Ukraine, Regristration Nr. 7095,
FARA https://efile.fara.gov/ords/fara/f?p=1381:200:5018951167338:::RP,200:P200_REG_NUMBER:7095
(25.04.2022)
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about democracy or human rights. It is about the interests of states. Remember
that, no matter what they tell you in history lessons« (cited in Riemer 2013).
Media should surely be asking: What are the interests of the various stakeholders? The interests of Russia, Ukraine, the Baltic states, Poland, NATO, the EU, the
USA, China, and many others? Filling in the facts – which is an essential role of
journalism, in contrast to PR – may produce a different picture from the simple
black and white of good and evil. A dual Manichaeism like that of George W.
Bush is the best preparation to gain people’s willingness for war – shades of gray
and subtle arguments merely get in the way. Well-paid spin doctors know exactly
how to exploit that fact.

No to war propaganda!
Media are particularly important targets of strategic communication – i.e.
PR – as they give the depictions particular credibility. The horrors they show
do not necessarily need to be false in order to achieve the effect of propaganda.
All it takes is a failure to put them into context appropriately. When there is no
context, there is no understanding of the images, of the events that led up to that
snapshot in time.
Self-critique when it comes to media performance, as well as in aspects such
as Eurocentrism and the new national consciousness, would do the newsrooms
and indeed media and communication studies good – as demonstrated by Noam
Chomsky, for example, concerning the USA in his highly recommended interview with Jeremy Scahill (cf. Scahill 2022). Society relies on valid information in
order to form its opinions. It will not trust journalism that no longer sees its role
as keeping a check on power and manipulation. And that does not only apply in
wartime.
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Top 10 of book journalism
Recommendations for books by journalists
The idea of selecting and presenting the best books written by journalists is
a project of the Institute for Journalism and Communication Studies at the
University of Vienna, co-founded by Hannes Haas (1957-2014) and compiled
by Wolfgang R. Langenbucher and Fritz Hausjell. The project published its
first recommendation list in 2002 in the quarterly journal Message, founded
by Michael Haller. After the journal’s discontinuation, the selections were
documented in the magazine Der österreichische Journalist [The Austrian Journalist] starting in 2015. In 2020 and 2021 the publication of the recommendation
list had to be temporarily suspended due to the Covid-19 pandemic. The
collecting of relevant books, however, was not: more than 100 copies were
sent in for review during this period. With Journalism Research, a new medium for publication has been found where these Covid-19 related gaps will be
closed at least partially. Starting in 2023, the project will return to a normal
rhythm, publishing a recommendation list three times a year, each one containing three new books by journalists and one translated work, which will be
reviewed in depth, as well as seven books which will be reviewed in briefs. For
the selection of books published in 2020 and 2021 we will proceed differently
since these books have already resonated with an audience, receiving (often
journalistic) criticism. Therefore, we will summarize characteristic quotes of
book reviews by daily and weekly newspapers.

Jens Bisky (2019): Berlin. Biografie einer großen Stadt. [Berlin. Biography of a
great city.] Berlin: Rowohlt, 976 pages, 38 Euro.
»The post-reunification period forms the last major chapter of the book. It is
a meticulous monograph and chronicle of the town, beginning at the end of
the Thirty Years’ War. Bisky himself says that he approaches his subject with
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›sympathetic curiosity.‹ Hence, the reader needs leisure time, patience, and a
›special interest‹ to study him. But the reader will be richly rewarded as she/
he will be able to solidify some half-knowledge with facts and make sense of a
great number of names which may be familiar from street signs or may have been
unknown to this point […].
Bisky guides the reader in great detail through Berlin around the time of the
founding of the German Reich. Neither the introduction of the first gas ovens
nor the horse-drawn omnibuses nor the invention of the advertising column
[the so-called Litfaßsäule] go unappreciated. He presents this all in a calm manner that does not vie for a punch line and with a stoic attitude pays tribute to
everything that was significant to the lives of Berliners at the time […].
Over the centuries, a proud repertoire of names for Berlin has been accumulated, Bisky says at the beginning of the book: Spree-Athens, Spree-Chicago, Parvenupolis, Babylon, Metropolis, drill ground of modernity, showcase of freedom,
Pompeii of contemporary history, workshop of unity. Bisky’s goal is to do historical justice to all these exaggerations. The result is a book of Berlin history that
constantly deals with myths, but is careful not to mythologise itself. For that, the
reader needs a lot of patience. But Berlin nights are known to be long ones.«
Katharina Teutsch: Deutschlandfunk Sendereihe »Büchermarkt« [program series »Book
Market«], February 16 , 2020.

Alexandra Borchardt (2020): Mehr Wahrheit wagen: Warum die Demokratie einen
starken Journalismus braucht. [Daring more truth: Why democracy needs
strong journalism.] Berlin: Dudenverlag, 224 pages, 18.50 Euro.
»Does civil society really want to afford an increasing threat to press freedom?
For many years Alexandra Borchardt has been pondering the challenges facing
the journalistic profession, not least in regard to a reanimated right-wing radicalism. Reading her book in the newsrooms as a little, daily guide should certainly
ensure that the profession of journalism is once again seen for what it is: pretty
great. And that readers and users will then also acknowledge the trust that has
been shored up beyond Covid – that is something we can all wish for our democracy and for all of us.«
Beatrice Fischer: Nervt uns nicht mit »Lügenpresse«. [Don’t bug us with »lying press«] In:
Sächsische Zeitung, Dresden, April 14, 2020.
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Judith Brandner (2019): Japan. Inselreich in Bewegung. [Japan. Island empire on
the move.] Salzburg: Residenz, 224 pages, 22 Euro.
»Why is this book particularly worth reading? First and foremost because it is
informative, entertaining, and stylistically excellent. Then there is the author’s
great empathy for her interviewees, the sympathy with which she describes people. But even more important than that is the fact that she holds up a distant mirror to us from Japan. All the topics she addresses concern us as well: the dangers
of nuclear power and the ageing of society, dealing with one’s own history and
the question of the essence of one’s own culture, the attitude towards strangers,
and the imprints of a life laced with constant dangers and risks.
But it is precisely a mirror that seems so distant and thus distorted that brings
the viewers closer to themselves than it seems at first glance. Judith Brandner has
achieved this in an excellent and convincing way with her book on Japan.«
Vladimir Vertlib: Von Hiroshima bis Fukushima. [From Hiroshima to Fukushima.] In: Die
Presse, Wien, February 8, 2020.

Roman Deininger (2020): Die CSU. Bildnis einer speziellen Partei. [The CSU.
Portrait of a special party.] München: C.H.Beck, 352 pages, 24 Euro.
»It has long been common knowledge that the CSU party presents a special phenomenon in the European party landscape; that the party claims to have invented Bavaria and the white-blue sky along with it; that it unites a sense of power
and hypersensitivity, rowdiness and whininess, faith in progress and folklore
like no other party. And yet the essence of the Christian Social Union has hardly
ever been so finely observed, cleverly analysed, and brilliantly written down than
by Roman Deininger, who has achieved a rare feat with his book, Die CSU – Bildnis einer speziellen Partei [The CSU – Portrait of a Special Party]: It’s a non-fiction
book which is exciting and a pure pleasure to read.«
Peter Felkel: Profunde politische Reportage. [Profound political report.] In: Passauer Neue
Presse, September 14, 2020.

Hans-Ulrich Grimm (2020): Food War. München: Droemer Knaur, 256 pages,
19,99 Euro.
»Food War is an English but catchy title for a German-language book. It does not
refer to war between countries, but rather to the fact that food companies and
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pharmaceutical giants put the health of their customers at risk in favor of their
profits, at least according to the well-researched thesis of the author […].
Grimm speaks of ›auxiliary troops of sick, overweight, diabetic mothers who
bring the bad products of Nestlé and Coca-Cola to the people in the favelas of
the world,‹ as he summarizes the sore spot. And in doing so, he also doesn’t give
any credit to the German consumer either: ›A person in Germany spends $160 a
month on food. But $450 on health.‹ […]
If the reader follows his line of argument, she/he develops a strong suspicion
that there is a lot of corruption involved here, which, however, is not named in
this way; after all, it must not be legally contestable.«
Uwe Spille: Knackige Abrechnung mit der Lebensmittel-Industrie. [Firm reckoning with the
food industry]. In: Südkurier, March 26, 2022.

Elfriede Hammerl (2020): Das muss gesagt werden. [This needs to be said.] Wien:
Kremayr & Scheriau, 240 pages, 22 Euro.
»This needs to be said. Again and again – even if it may sometimes be sad how
little really changes. But some things do change now and then, even for the better. Since 1984, Elfriede Hammerl has been writing in profil about equal rights
and discrimination, about part-time work and fools, about women and men and
children and the rest of life.«
An »anthology of columns from the past ten years […] that does a good job of
showing what has changes and what hasn’t during this time and how to face the
situation confidently, i.e. with unwavering courage.«
N. N.: »Ich gebe ganz gern meinen Senf dazu«. [»I rather like giving my two cents.«] In: profil, Vienna, August 23, 2020.

Alice Hasters (2019): Was weiße Menschen nicht über Rassismus hören wollen aber
wissen sollten. [What white people don’t want to hear about racism but should
know.] Berlin: hanserblau, 224 pages, 17 Euro.
»Alice Hasters is a journalist. That’s where her hands-on style comes from, her
eye for the concrete, the everyday. Her book Was weiße Menschen nicht über Rassismus hören wollen aber wissen sollten [What white people don’t want to hear about
racism but should know] is not an intellectual analysis of postcolonial imprints
and attitudes. Alice Hasters, born in Cologne in 1989, starts with her own
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experience of being a Black woman: the Capital letter B signifies that it is not
simply an adjective, but a commitment […].
Alice Hasters’ autobiographical book makes clear how much the perception of
the world still depends on skin colour today. At no point does bitterness or whininess arise: Hasters describes in a matter-of-fact way how difficult it was for her
to find her identity […].
For Alice Hasters herself, it was a painful but helpful process to publicly reflect
on her identity. Her readers also benefit from this.«
Bettina Schulte-Böning: Fremde Frauen greifen ihr gern in die Locken. [Strange women like
to touch her curls.] In: Badische Zeitung, October 12, 2019.

Emilia Smechowski (2019): Rückkehr nach Polen. [Return to Poland.] Berlin:
Hanser Berlin, 256 pages, 23 Euro.
»Return to Poland is the title of Berlin journalist Emilia Smechowski’s second
book. And yes, one can certainly find parallels to Didier Eribon’s Returning to
Reims. Like the French author and philosopher, Smechowski examines the political and social conditions in Poland, the country she left with her parents as a fiveyear-old a good 30 years ago. She wants to understand the contradictions of society, the rift in the country, which – to put it casually – can be divided into right
and left, top and bottom, winners and those left behind. And it is a very personal
search for her own Polish identity that the 36-year-old longs for today.
At the end of Smechowski’s stay, the mayor of Gdansk, Pawel Adamowicz, is
murdered. He stood for a united, cosmopolitan Europe, for Poland as a country
where refugees are welcome, women are not second-class citizens, and homosexuals are not sick people. The perpetrator was a Pole, a convicted bank robber who
believes he was wrongly imprisoned. He blames his imprisonment on the Civic
Platform, which is now an opposition party but once governed, and to which
Adamowicz also once belonged. […]
The murder was on the minds of Poles from all political camps. But it did not
unite the country. On the contrary, says Smechowski, both sides were using the
crime for their own agendas. Adamowicz’s supporters say the right now has
›blood on its hand‹ and calls Jaroslaw Kaczyński’s national-conservative and
EU-critical ruling PiS (Law and Justice) party a ›murderer.‹ The PiS in turn calls
the opposition ›scoundrels‹ and ›snitches.‹ The tone is brutalised, one Pole hates
the other and vice versa.
Everyone has their own truth, their own media, their own side in which they
settle. That is how Smechowski experienced it. She says: The rift cannot be mended. But for the author personally, the year ends surprisingly positive: She has (re)
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discovered her Polish identity – at at the funeral march for Adamowicz, of all
things. Civil society, its urge for freedom and justice, is still alive. Smechowski
senses that. She did not expect that.«
Simone Schmollack. Die Last der Freiheit wiegt schwer. [The heavy burden of freedom] In:
Deutschlandfunk Kultur, Reihe Buchkritik [Program for Book Review] July 27, 2019.

Roger de Weck (2020): Die Kraft der Demokratie. [The force of democracy.]
Berlin: Suhrkamp, 326 pages, 24 Euro.
»One of the best things about Roger de Weck ’s polemic on the defence and
modernisation of democracy is the Swiss journalist and economist’s spirited way
of speaking up for liberal democracy, which is ›beset by populists‹.
The former editor-in-chief of [the German weekly newspaper] Die Zeit, and
later director general of the Swiss Radio and Television Company, could have
adopted Winston Churchill’s well-known dictum from the peak of his experience. In other words, democracy is still the best of all bad forms of government
available. Following that dictum, de Weck would have delivered a grumpy
account of the imperfect form of state and government called democracy, with all
its faults […].
Roger de Weck is in a combative mood without being polemical. He calls for
fighting the New Right, i.e. the reactionary opponents of democracy, with arguments. The second part of his book is dedicated to the backward-looking ›arsenal
of reactionaries,‹ the sometimes plain, often ignorant (keyword climate change),
but always vociferous and often vile, hateful positions of the populists, which
exhaust themselves in mere opposition and inconsistency, in the ›discourse of
displeasure‹.«
Cord Aschenbrenner: Liberale Demokratie. Wider die Totengräber. [Liberal democracy. Counter the grave diggers.] In: Süddeutsche Zeitung, August 30, 2020.

Moritz von Uslar (2020): Nochmal Deutschboden. Meine Rückkehr in die
brandenburgische Provinz. [German soil again. My return to the Brandenburg
hinterlands.] Cologne: Kiepenheuer & Witsch, 336 pages, 22 Euro.
»The appearance of Part One, Deutschboden. Eine teilnehmende Beobachtung [German
soil. A participant observation], was published ten years ago, the experimental
set-up back then very similar to the one now. It’s about a candid admission of
mutual strangeness (a West German city reporter in a small East German town)
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and it’s about not merely exhibiting this strangeness with the dreary routine
of distancing that is just as tediously cultivated on Twitter as, for example, on
[German TV] RTL II’s program Frauentausch [Women switching]. The point is to
first of all find the strangeness good and then to trust in the reporter’s method
adopted from the American Gay Talese, ›The fine art of hanging around,‹ i.e.
going there, hanging out, seeing what happens, or what doesn’t, which is often
even more intriguing […].
Nochmal Deutschboden [German soil again] is simply a good document of our
time. To read about how people booze and rabble-rouse in small-town pubs like
»Scheißladen« [Shit shop] or in the Schröder restaurant provides a more accurate
picture than a mere number on a colour-coded map showing results of electoral
districts«.
Cornelius Pollmer: Nach den Rechten sehen. [Looking for the right.] In: Süddeutsche Zeitung,
April 16, 2020.

Bonus: A translated work

Ezra Klein (2020): Der tiefe Graben. Die Geschichte der gespaltenen Staaten von
Amerika. [Why we’re polarized] Translated by Katrin Harlaß. Hamburg:
Hoffmann und Campe, 384 pages, 25 Euro.
»The 36-year-old Ezra Klein is a journalism prodigy: He started out as a left-wing
blogger, built up the explanatory section Wonkblog at the Washington Post and
founded the media company Vox at the age of 29. His study of the polarisation of
U.S. society, which is readable despite the many numbers, begins with a fact that
has been suppressed in Europe: the 2016 U.S. presidential election was not particularly special.
Klein masterfully summarizes studies by social psychologists, sociologists,
and political scientists to explain the growing polarisation. He provides good
insights into how Trump was able to conquer the Republican Party, how the U.S.
Supreme Court justices became trophies, and what the influence of ›Fox News‹
has been. Klein’s tone is matter of fact and he doesn’t hide that he is a progressive
urbanite [...].
Klein’s book certainly won’t age as quickly as many Trump biographies.«
Matthias Kolb: USA. Ein Land, zwei Planeten. [USA. One country, two planets.] In: Süddeutsche Zeitung, November 2, 2020.
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Wilhelm Kempf (2021): Friedensjournalismus. Grundlagen, Forschungsergebnisse
und Perspektiven. [Peace Journalism. Foundations, Research Results and
Perspectives.] Baden-Baden: Nomos, 160 pages, 34,- Euro.

Reviewed by Ralf Spiller
The term »Peace Journalism« first emerged around 1900. Social science has been
researching the concept for about 25 years. But what exactly is Peace Journalism? Is it journalism about peace? A normative concept of what constitutes good
reporting? Or something else entirely?
Kempf ’s short (160-page ) book sheds light on the issue. The volume opens with
a chapter by Sonja Kretzschmar and Annika Sehl who identify various approaches to Peace Journalism, locating it in previous journalism research. This is followed by four chapters by Kempf: »Social Psychology of Peace Journalism. Taking Stock after 25 Years of Research and Development« (ch. 1), »War Propaganda
versus Peace Journalism« (ch. 2), »Terms and Concepts of Peace Journalism« (ch.
3), and »Constructive Reporting on Negotiations« (ch. 4).
As the book shows, there are three very different concepts of Peace Journalism:
One of them is Johan Galtung’s model, whose theoretical foundation is news
value theory. According to it, news factors such as negativism, personalization,
and elite orientation provide a framework that conveys a stereotypical image
of conflict. Galtung calls for moving away from these news factors in favor of
reporting that is geared towards peace, truth, people, and solutions (cf. Kempf
2021: 102).
The second approach stems from the author himself and is based on social psychological conflict theories. In essence, it is about a gradual de-escalation of our
perception of conflict, to which journalists can contribute with their reporting.
According to Kempf, it is about asking right questions, which are not »Who is
to blame?« and »How can he be stopped?«, but rather »Where does the problem
reside?« and »How can it be solved in the common interest?« (Kempf 2021: 108f).
The third (practical) concept by Lynch and McGoldrick (2005) postulates clear
requirements for how journalists should report on conflict: »Peace Journalism
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is when editors and reporters make choices – of what stories to cover, and how
to report them – which create opportunities for society at large to consider and
value non-violent responses to conflict« (Kempf 2021: 5).
Kempf respects Galtung’s approach, although it differs significantly from his
own concept of Peace Journalism, yet he clearly rejects the Lynch/McGoldrick
approach because he feels that it does not allow for any claim to journalistic
objectivity (cf. Kempf 2021: 105).
Kempf backs up his statements with numerous empirical studies. Real-life
reporting on peace processes, he writes, shows that journalists hardly ever follow
Galtung’s approach to Peace Journalism. Rather, coverage is clearly dominated by
the very news factors that Galtung criticized (cf. Kempf 2021: 131).
While the book is an easy read, it does not feel very coherent, but rather feels
like an assortment of the author’s earlier essays and book chapters. For example,
his explanations in chapter 3, »Terms and Concepts of Peace Journalism«, would
have been a better fit in earlier parts of the book. Unfortunately, the font size in
graphs and tables is tiny to the point of illegibility. And in a few passages, Kempf
abandons factual-scientific style, e.g. when he writes, »... that propaganda
begins to stink« (Kempf 2021: 85).
To Kempf ’s great credit, his book assembled and provided a framework to the
numerous, rather disparate studies and sources on Peace Journalism. His bibliography includes some 200 other titles on the subject. So far, there seems to be no
broad reception of the various concepts of Peace Journalism in practice. This is
unfortunate because media play an important role in the perception of conflicts,
and thus also in their resolution. Kempf ’s work is likely an important element to
provide new momentum to the reception of this highly topical subject.
This review first appeared in rezensionen:kommunikation:medien, 14 June 2022, accessible
at https://www.rkm-journal.de/archives/23315

About the reviewer
Ralf Spiller serves as Professor of Media and Communications Management at
Macromedia University, Cologne.
Translation: Kerstin Trimble
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Bernadette Uth (2021): Hochwertig, transparent, publikumsnah. Eine qualitative
Analyse redaktioneller Strategien der Vertrauensbildung im Journalismus. [Highquality, transparent, audience-focused. A Qualitative Analysis of Editorial
Strategies for Building Trust in Journalism.] Baden-Baden: Nomos, 407
Seiten, 84,- Euro.
Nina Elvira Steindl (2021): Geleitet von Vertrauen? Determinanten und
Konsequenzen des Vertrauens von JournalistInnen in Deutschland. [Guided by
Trust? Determinants and Consequences of Journalists’ Trust in Germany.]
Cologne: Herbert von Halem, 360 Seiten, 36,- Euro.

Reviewed by Beatrice Dernbach
Trust has become a buzzword in public communication in recent years. While
people do trust science in times of crisis, as evidenced by the Science Barometer
by Wissenschaft im Dialog, politicians and journalists do not enjoy much of it
(as shown annually by the Trust Barometer of the Edelman company). Scientists
at the University of Mainz are among those researchers who measure the latter
metric, with rather reassuring findings for the industry overall. In empirical
research, trust in (!) journalism is often and still equated with media trust, which
is not the same thing.
Bernadette Uth and Nina Steindl present an essential contribution to making
this distinction, in addition to offering a perspective on research on trust in (!)
journalism that is not (!) recipient-oriented. Both are dissertations, and both
authors take a glimpse behind the curtain of journalism by addressing and analyzing the editorial strategies of trust-building (Uth) as well as the determinants
and implications of trust by (!) journalists (Steindl). While Uth, who hails from
Münster, bases her systemic notion of journalism strongly on her doctoral advisor Bernd Blöbaum, using a qualitative, explorative-descriptive study to answer
her research questions and address her hypotheses, Thomas Hanitzsch’s doctoral
student conducted a secondary evaluation of survey data collected in the Worlds
of Journalism Study, supported by a content analysis.
They both approach the issue via an exegesis of academic contributions on
trust, with Steindl’s being more interdisciplinary. This not only provides a good
overview, but also an excellent introduction to each of the two (empirical) projects.
Bernadette Uth explored how editorial offices perceive the relationship of
trust with their audience and what strategies or measures they develop and
implement to cultivate it. She spoke with 29 people (including two ombudspersons and one editor in a dual role) from 27 editorial offices all over Germany. She
developed her theoretical toolkit mainly based on discussions about quality and
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quality management (esp. Stephan Ruß-Mohl and Klaus Arnold) and the criterion of transparency (Klaus Meier and others).
Her results are unsurprising, coherent, and comprehensible. She identified
three main types of trust-building by editorial offices (cf. Uth 2021: 305): quality-oriented, audience-oriented, and transparent. The terms are self-explanatory
and relate to the quality assurance, audience engagement, and transparency
measures taken by the respondents. From the interviews, Uth also identified
measures for teaching media skills, error management, and evaluation as important tools.
The editors she spoke to defined four key individual hallmarks of professionalism that are important for building trust with the outside world: skill, integrity, orientation towards the common good, and independence. Her dissertation
includes many direct quotes on this aspect as well as throughout chapter 8,
which presents her findings. This is makes for an arduous and sometimes overbearing read, but it is also very revealing. Bernadette Uth shows very compellingly how she came to her conclusion, namely, that there is a great deal of unity
or a large consensus among the respondents, also when compared to audience
surveys, but that different nuances are evident, as well. The researcher developed
an analytical grid (cf. Uth 2021: 342) to be used as a self-check in the newsroom
to visualize the value, status quo, and potential of its trust-building measures – and possibly also offering guidance for formulating a mission statement.
Nina Elvira Steindl’s study is quite different. Her central question is: What
might explain German journalists’ trust in politics, and how does it manifest
itself in their newspaper coverage (cf. Steindl 2021: 25)? To this end, she first
linked dimensions of trust with political science approaches. The result is a
differentiated grid of political trust, expressed in three variations according to
three elements of trust: in representative institutions, in regulatory institutions,
and in politicians (cf. Steindl 2021: 44, fig. 2). The theoretical construct is compelling, but its complexity requires a very focused reading of chapters 2 through 4.
Let me just highlight one key assumption: The level of trust that journalists
hold in political actors impacts their (political) reporting and thus the public
perception of politics. The theoretical model is operationalized in two sub-studies: From a sample of 773 German journalists, surveyed in the Worlds of Journalism Study, Steindl selected 106 newspaper editors and cross-referenced their
survey results with their political newspaper articles in a linkage analysis. She
developed a battery of hypotheses and categories, or variables, at the culturalistic (social trust, generation, education), institutionalistic (such as satisfaction
with political performance, the economic situation, etc.), and individual levels (role in the newspaper’s politics department, professional experience, and
identification with the role of neutral mediator) (cf. Steindl 2021: 175). Some
trust indicators in the content analysis – differentiated by political and object
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representation – were objectivity, negativism, emotionalization and personality,
concrete tone, conflict, confrontation, character traits, etc. (cf. 191).
Skipping over chapters 6 and 7, which present the findings of the sub-studies,
I will just point out two quotes that summarize the conclusion in section 8 (cf.
Steindl 2021: 302-320). »Thus, the findings [from sub-study 1; BD] demonstrate
that, on the one hand, it is well worth taking a nuanced look at trust in politics.
On the other hand, they confirm a trend towards lower trust in representative
institutions than in regulatory institutions, with politicians being the least
trusted group of institutions« (Steindl 2021: 249). Sub-study 2 concludes that
»overall, the findings indicate that the journalists’ trust has an impact that
cannot be entirely neglected, and that the facets of reporting identified as trust
indicators should be studied more closely in the future. At the same time, however, we should note that the influence of trust on reporting is sometimes relatively
minor, so we should interpret them with caution. This may, of course, be due to
the fact that reporting can be subject to a myriad of influences.« (Steindl 2021:
287-288). In short: Journalists are somewhat more critical of political elites than
the average population, which actually makes them well suited for their role as
commenting observers of political actors and processes, shaping their »normative stance as neutral mediators, as anchored in German journalism culture«
(Steindl 2021: 319).
From a pragmatic and a practical stance, a journalist might now ask of both
works: So much effort for such narrow insights? Indeed, both works invested a
great amount of effort, yielding only slim empirical, robust findings. But the
value of both studies lies primarily in how they address and operationalize the
social-psychological and complex phenomenon of trust in the system of journalism. Bernadette Uth’s and Nina Steindl’s research designs both succeeded in
reducing this complexity.
Unfortunately, neither resource-rich companies, nor media organizations, nor
political actors have any interest in a broad, in-depth study of the phenomenon
of trust in journalism. Especially in times when the media and journalism are
described as »system-relevant«, journalism should, as a matter of course, discuss
itself and its social function both before and in interaction with a critical and
competent public. This goes hand in hand with media literacy, a skillset that
has been demanded of recipients for decades. Media literacy is the keyword that
makes both publications come full circle. Journalists can contribute greatly to
educating people in media skills, also in conjunction with their editorial offices.
But unfortunately, there is no money in it.
This review first appeared in rezensionen:kommunikation:medien, 8 June 2022, accessible at
https://www.rkm-journal.de/archives/23209
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Astrid Blome, Tobias Eberwein, Stefanie Averbeck-Lietz (eds.)(2020):
Medienvertrauen. Historische und aktuelle Perspektiven [Trust in media. Historical
and current perspectives]. Berlin: de Gruyter, 202 pages, 20,95 Euro.

Reviewed by Hans-Dieter Kübler
As many sources cite, in 2014/15, the (first) Ukraine crisis and overwhelming refugee movements gave rise to the term »lying press« to bash liberal mainstream
media for their alleged disinformation and manipulation, used especially by rightwing protagonists such as Pegida. Untenable accusations of fake news and conspiracy myths became rampant, especially in the U.S. Presidential election campaign.
Hostility, defamation, and threats (hate speech) proliferated online. Ultimately,
mainstream media came under enormous pressure to justify themselves. Trust in
quality media and public broadcasting, which had previously been taken almost
for granted, began to decline, media criticism often turned into criticism of the
system. In Germany, communication studies responded with two large empirical
studies, which are also represented in this anthology. These events prompted the
Dortmunder Institut für Zeitungsforschung and the Verein zur Förderung der
Zeitungsforschung in Dortmund e.V. to hold an international symposium entitled »Do you still believe or do you already know? On the ›credibility‹ of media in
historical and current perspective« in November of 2017. Its nine contributions are
documented here in revised and supplemented form.
In keeping with the conference topic, the first two contributions address the
historical context: Based on historical newspaper critics since the 17th century,
newspaper researcher Holger Böning formulates »basic principles of early modern news communication«, such as factuality, credibility, topicality, objectivity,
plurality, and finally, the aspiration of the century, »economically independent
reporting« (which never came to fruition). From his historical findings, which he
rendered in quite a positive light, he then jumps to direct comparisons with the
present day, which, in their contextlessness, are not historically proper.
Former Mainz-based journalism scholar Jürgen Wilke takes a more solid
approach: Drawing on his thorough research of media history, he leverages the
1866 work of publicist H. Wuttke on German magazines and the emergence of
public opinion, »Die deutschen Zeitschriften und die Entstehung der öffentlichen Meinung«. He identifies a variety of »driving forces of the ›lying press‹«
from 1848 to World War I, when this accusation first became infamous. The fact
that National Socialists reappropriated his term to attack the bourgeois, and
especially left-wing, press after military censorship in World War I reveals its
continuous lineage in German history.
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Munich-based communication scientist Michael Meyen takes a completely different, empirically critical approach: He examined data from postwar Germany on
media credibility among the public, demonstrating that it predominantly measures the general level of satisfaction with Allied policies, the performance of occupation forces, and, quite generally, the spread and acceptance of newly established
media. Meyen concludes that such surveys tend to cater to instrumental interests
and are largely general judgments about the quality of democracy to this day.
This is followed by the aforementioned empirical research projects: In Münster, the DFG Research Training Group on »Trust and Communication in a
Digitalized World«, which has been underway for several years, conducted representative as well as qualitative surveys on media skepticism in 2017/18. In this
process, two bundles of motifs emerged: Media are suspected of being part of the
establishment, of pursuing only the interests of social elites, and of neglecting
many issues affecting the ›common man‹ (Blome et al 2020: 88). Such resentments (harbored by up to a third of the population) have been building up over
longer periods of time and are merely exacerbated by specific events.
From 2008 until 2017 (meanwhile, until 2019), communication scientists in
Mainz have been collecting representative data on media trust, publishing it in
various articles. We are including the survey campaigns of the »Mainzer Langzeitstudie Medienvertrauen« in 2008, 2015, 2016, and 2017. Media trust is defined as
the »general trust in the media mainstream and the ›affirmation of the generally
accepted social role of the media‹«, and it is measured using various items (101).
This paper focuses on »interpersonal trust as a predictor of media trust«. The data
collected across all four campaigns reveals that people who trust other people are
also more strongly and more consistently predisposed to media trust. This means
that »interpersonal trust«, which is determined by socio-demographic variables,
to some degree influences trust in social institutions such as the media.
Greifswald-based communication scientist Martha Kuhnhenn investigated
the linguistic features that bolster the credibility of statements and determine
trust in a media actor’s credibility. For this purpose, she identifies linguistic
criteria such as comprehensibility, recipient orientation, and proximity to the
citizenry, but also psychological factors such as sympathy. Viennese communication scientist Tobias Eberwein conducted a qualitative case study to compare
defamatory and hateful media comments on the web, which he calls »dysfunctional follow-up communication«, with the goals and motives of their authors,
as ascertained in interviews. He found that in personal face-to-face conversation,
they express themselves in a much more ›rational‹ and disciplined manner than
in their online comments. Apparently, the opportunity to communicate spontaneously in the digital sphere fuels emotionality and licentiousness, and the
anonymity such media afford lowers the ability to reflect as well as inhibitions in
social interaction.
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Finally, former Zurich-based communication scientist Otfried Jarren, once
again, detects growing differentiation and segmentation in (post)modern societies, which are also weakening trust in the traditional, centralized, and linear
(mass) media. He calls upon journalism to act as a service, offering guidance via
new, decentralized and area- or audience-specific intermediaries which enjoy
less trust, anyway. Dortmund-based representative of journalism Henrik Müller
makes a similar argument concerning the implications for journalists’ training:
Since their gatekeeping capabilities are dwindling, and they are more likely to
become scouts in a »rivalry for attention« among countless competing media, they
need to acquire additional skills in research, analysis, and »salesmanship« in addition to the traditional journalistic tools of their trade (Blome et al 2020: 179ff).
Overall, this anthology is also likely to articulate various ambivalences and
contradictions, which is unsurprising given the profound changes occurring in
our society and public sphere: Objectively and formally speaking, our information options are constantly growing; whether that is also true for their quality,
is questionable. Superficially, the market is constantly propagating them as new,
user-friendly options, and users do demand and use them. In fact, and in terms
of quality, the recipients’ gains in usage and information are likely to remain
modest; however, their specific demands on media are increasing, and criticism
of the (traditional) media is being articulated more vocally than before, which is
why quite a few people are quitting the mainstream and its rather generalized
outlook. What are the fundamental consequences of these developments? How
alienated has society already become from social elites and state institutions at
this point? How much of this can these institutions withstand? These questions
are the subject of much debate and a lot less empirical research.
This review first appeared in rezensionen:kommunikation:medien, 11 April 2022, accessible
at https://www.rkm-journal.de/archives/23172
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Dieses Buch richtet sich an alle Medienschaffenden und -nutzer, die
sich fragen, wie wir den Journalismus – und mit ihm den öffentlichen
Diskurs – robuster, resilienter machen können.
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deutschsprachigen Raum ein Gesicht geben. Vorgestellt
werden die zentralen Akteure: Professoren, Habilitierte
und andere Personen, die einen gewichtigen Beitrag für
das Fach geleistet haben – von Karl Bücher bis zu den
frisch Berufenen.
http://blexkom.halem-verlag.de

r:k:m rezensionen:kommunikation:medien

rezensionen:kommunikation:medien (r:k:m) versteht sich
als zentrales Rezensionsforum für die Kommunikations- und Medienwissenschaften. r:k:m will seinen Lesern
einen möglichst vollständigen thematischen Überblick
über die einschlägige Fachliteratur ermöglichen und
Orientierung in der Fülle des ständig wachsenden Buchmarkts bieten. Aktuelle Rezensionen erscheinen in regelmäßigen Abständen.
http://www.rkm-journal.de

Journalistikon

Das Journalistikon ist das erste deutschsprachigen Lexi-

Das Wörterbuch der Journalistik

senschaft, die den Journalistenberuf durch Ausbildung

http://www.journalistikon.de

und Innovationen unterstützt und kritisch begleitet. Das

kon der Journalistik. Dabei handelt es sich um die Wis-

Wörterbuch der Journalistik wendet sich nicht nur an
Wissenschaftler oder Studierende entsprechender Fachrichtungen, sondern an jeden, der sich für Journalistik
und praktischen Journalismus interessiert und sich als
Mediennutzer oder Medienhandwerker an einem reflektierenden Zugang versuchen möchte. Das Journalistikon
lohnt sich für alle, die Informationen zur Thematik suchen, ohne dabei ein zweites Lexikon zum Verständnis
der Ausführungen daneben legen zu müssen.
http://www.journalistikon.de
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benjamin krämer

maria löblich / niklas venema

How to Do Things with the
Internet.
Handlungstheorie online

(Hrsg.)

Forschungsfeld Kommunikation, 39
isbn (Buch) 978-3-7445-2025-6
isbn (pdf)

978-3-7445-2026-3

»Regierungszeit des Mittelbaus«?
Annäherungen an die Berliner
Publizistikwissenschaft nach
der Studentenbewegung
Theorie und Geschichte der

joseph garncarz

Begeisterte Zuschauer.
Die Macht des Kinopublikums in
der NS-Diktatur
isbn (Buch) 978-3-86962-562-1
isbn (pdf)

978-3-86962-563-8

Kommunikationswissenschaft, 15
isbn (Buch) 978-3-86962-488-4
isbn (pdf)

978-3-86962-486-0

michael wild

jutta milde / ines c. welzen-

matthias wieser /

Öffentlichkeit in unsicheren
Zeiten.
Zur Analyse öffentlicher
Kommunikation in Revolutionen

bach-vogel / maren dern

elena pilipets (Hrsg.)

(Hrsg.)

Intention und Rezeption von
Wissenschaftskommunikation

Medienkultur als kritische
Gesellschaftsanalyse.
Festschrift für Rainer Winter

Öffentlichkeit und Geschichte, 12

isbn (Buch) 978-3-86962-314-6

Alltag, Medien und Kultur, 18

isbn (Buch) 978-3-86962-508-9

isbn (pdf) 978-3-86962-315-3

isbn (Buch) 978-3-86962-521-8

isbn (pdf)

978-3-86962-509-6

isbn (pdf) 978-3-86962-522-5

thomas döbler /

philomen schönhagen /

anna schober / brigitte hipfl

christian pentzold /

mike meissner

(Hrsg.)

christian katzenbach (Hrsg.)

Räume digitaler Kommunikation.
Lokalität – Imagination –
Virtualisierung

Kommunikations- und
Mediengeschichte.
Von Versammlungen bis zu
den digitalen Medien

Wir und die Anderen.
Visuelle Kultur zwischen
Aneignung und Ausgrenzung

Neue Schriften zur Online-Forschung, 16

isbn (Buch) 978-3-86962-588-1

Visuellen Kultur, 7

isbn (Buch) 978-3-86962-440-2

isbn (pdf) 978-3-86962-589-8

isbn (Buch) 978-3-86962-395-5

isbn (pdf) 978-3-86962-441-9

isbn (ePub) 978-3-86962-590-4

isbn (pdf) 978-3-86962-396-2

kurt reumann /

anna zeitler

paula stehr

thomas petersen (hrsg.)

Störung der Bilder –
Bilder der Störung.
Zum Medienereignis zwischen
Fest und Katastrophe

Soziale Unterstützung in
Online-Kommunikationsmodi.
Die Perspektive der prosozial
Handelnden

isbn (Buch) 978-3-86962-607-9

isbn (Buch) 978-3-86962-592-8

isbn (pdf)

isbn (pdf) 978-3-86962-593-5

Nirgends scheint der Mond so
hell wie über Berlin.
Antisemitismus und
die Schwächen unserer
Gesprächskultur

978-3-86962-608-6

Klagenfurter Beiträge zur

isbn (buch) 978-3-86962-600-0
isbn (pdf)

978-3-86962-601-7

isbn (ePub) 978-3-86962-602-4
michael müller

stephan russ-mohl (Hrsg.)

michael meyen

Politisches Storytelling.
Wie Politik aus Geschichten
gemacht wird

Streitlust und Streitkunst.
Diskurs als Essenz der
Demokratie

Schriften zur Rettung des öffentlichen

Schriften zur Rettung des öffentlichen

Das Erbe sind wir.
Warum die DDR-Journalistik
zu früh beerdigt wurde. Meine
Geschichte

Diskurses, 2

Diskurses, 3

isbn (Buch) 978-3-86962-499-0

isbn (Buch) 978-3-86962-552-2

isbn (pdf) 978-3-86962-571-3

isbn (pdf)

isbn (pdf)

isbn (ePub) 978-3-86962-576-8

978-3-86962-500-3

isbn (ePub) 978-3-86962-578-2

isbn (Buch) 978-3-86962-570-6
978-3-86962-553-9

isbn (ePub) 978-3-86962-555-3

Unsere Neuerscheinungen finden Sie auch
als E-Books auf http://www.halem-verlag.de.
Bestellungen ab EUR 20,00 versandkostenfrei
innerhalb Deutschlands.
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Online-Journale und -Lexika
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Der Herbert von Halem Verlag steht für Qualität
im wissenschaftlichen Publizieren. Wir haben
Ihr Interesse geweckt? Dann schreiben Sie uns
unter: info@halem-verlag.de

